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04 Highlights

Cautionary Statement:
Some of the information contained in this annual report constitutes “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements, including
but not limited to those with respect to the prices of copper, gold, cobalt and sulphuric acid, estimated future
production, estimated costs of future production, the Company’s hedging policy and permitting time lines,
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause the actual results,
performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, the
actual prices of copper, gold, cobalt, and sulphuric acid, the factual results of current exploration, development
and mining activities, changes in project parameters as plans continue to be evaluated, as well as those factors
disclosed in the Company's documents filed from time to time with the Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec and
Ontario Securities Commission and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and the Alternative
Investment Market operated by the London Stock Exchange.
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First Quantum
is the fastest growing copper producer

in the world today

• 2004 net earnings of $28.0 million or $0.47 per share.

• Operating cash flow for 2004 of $30.7 million or $0.51 per share.

• Bwana produced 41,546 tonnes (92 million pounds) of copper
and 66,460 tonnes of surplus acid during 2004.

• Cash costs (C1) for 2004 of $0.46 and total costs (C3) of $0.62
per pound of copper.

• Commercial production at Kansanshi commenced April 2005.

• Frontier copper deposit resource estimated at one million
tonnes of contained copper.

• Acquired 80% interest in the Guelb Moghrein copper-gold
deposit in Mauritania.

• New copper discovery at Kashime in Zambia.

(All figures in US dollars where applicable, except where indicated.)

+ + + + +
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Corporate Profile

First Quantum Minerals Ltd. is a growing mining
company whose principle activities include mineral exploration,
development, mining, and the production of LME grade “A” copper
cathode, copper in concentrate, gold and sulphuric acid. 

The Company’s operations include the 80% owned Kansanshi copper-
gold mine in Zambia and the 100% owned Zambian/Congolese Bwana/Lonshi
copper operation.

In Mauritania, First Quantum is developing the 80% owned Guelb
Moghrein copper gold deposit and in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) the Company has a 100% interest in the Frontier copper deposit and
11,000 square kilometres of exploration concessions.

First Quantum also holds strategic investments in the Nkana
underground copper mine and cobalt refinery (16.9%) and the Mufulira
underground copper mine, smelter and copper refinery (16.9%) in Zambia.  

First Quantum remains focused on its core expertise of developing and
operating copper mines as well as the discovery of new copper deposits
throughout the world, in particular the Copperbelt in the DRC and Zambia.

+
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Strategic Goals
To build a leading international 

mining company
• Operate low cost mines.

• Leverage our strategic advantage in the Copperbelt.

• Exploit and develop our focused and cost effective 
exploration capability.

• Utilize our management expertise to build new mines 
for less capital than industry norms.

• Expand internationally through the acquisition of mines 
that are unsuitable for the Majors.

Shareholder Information
First Quantum’s shares are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (symbol FM) and the Alternative
Investment Market operated by the London Stock Exchange (symbol FQM). First Quantum is a
member of the Standard & Poors/Toronto Stock Exchange Composite Index.



The Red Metal
Copper

4

+

Copper has been used by humans for over 7,000 years and
marked the transition from the Stone Age to a more modern
way of life. Today the use of copper continues to increase and
forms a critical component of modern industry. 

Copper is traded around the world with the principal trading
occurring on the London Metal Exchange.

+ + + + + +
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Wiring – Connecting Our Lives
Electrical uses of copper, including power transmission and generation, wires for building purposes,
telecommunication, and electrical and electronic products, account for about three quarters of total
copper use – over 933,000 tons a year. Because of its properties of high ductility, malleability, and
electrical conductivity, it has become the benchmark for almost all types of wiring.

Plumbing, Heating & Cooling
Among the hundreds of wonderful things copper is used for in and around our homes, it is probably
recognized first as a plumbing material. For the past 75 years, copper tubing has been the most
reliable and cost-effective option for distributing water to and through our homes for various
applications. 

Environment & Health
As copper never goes bad it can be recycled over and over again. It actually has the highest recycling
rate of any engineering metal in the world. Copper also functions as a defense against germs.
Because it is naturally biostatic, bacteria growth is inhibited on its surface. Many hospitals install
copper or copper-alloy doorknobs, push panels and other hardware to protect against the transfer of
disease. Surgeons are able to save lives and precious blood by using copper-clad scalpels. 

Technology – Computer Chips
Copper is one of the best conductors of electricity, making it heralded by all computer chip
manufacturers. It is now possible for chip makers to use copper wires, rather than traditional
aluminum interconnects, to link transistors in chips.

This technology enables conductor channel lengths and widths to be significantly reduced. 
The result is much faster operating speeds and greater circuit integration. Up to 200 million
transistors can be packed onto a single chip.

The use of copper conductors in chips is the last link in a now unbroken copper chain
comprising the electric data path between user and computer. From external cables and connectors
to bus ways to printed circuit boards, sockets and leadframes, it's all copper.

Copper & Cars
There's more than 55 pounds of copper in a typical U.S. built automobile: about 45 pounds for
electrical and about 10 pounds for nonelectrical components.

Today's luxury cars, on average, contain some 1,500 copper wires totaling about one mile in
length, thanks to continuing improvements in electronics and the addition of power accessories. 
In 1948, the average family car contained only about 55 wires amounting to an average total length
of 150 feet.

(from www.copper.org)

+ + + + +
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Philip K. R. Pascall, 
Chairman & CEO 

Letter to
Shareholders

+

+ + + + + +
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2004 has been a year of transformation for First Quantum with the successful commissioning at
Kansanshi, the acquisition of the Guelb Mognhrein copper-gold project in Mauritania, the improved
copper production from Bwana Mkubwa, and the continuing success of our exploration program.

With the ongoing success of the Company come increasing responsibilities. The Environment,
Health and Safety are at the forefront of our planning and we have strengthened our management
team substantially in these areas to ensure that the benefits of our success are shared by all
stakeholders in our activities.

State of the Industry
In my letter to shareholders last year, I highlighted the problems besetting the mining industry with
the strengthening demand for commodities offset by a growing shortage of the skills required, firstly
to find new sources of metals and then to bring these new discoveries to market. 

If anything, the situation has worsened in 2004. Commodity prices have continued to strengthen,
creating an upsurge in exploration and mine development activity worldwide. This has resulted in
increasing shortages of skilled geologists and engineers as well as mining and processing
equipment, consumables and services all of which will constrain the industry’s ability to respond to
the pressure for new supplies of commodities. Set against this background, the achievements of our
Company in 2004 are a credit to the qualities of our excellent team of technical professionals and
management and validate our long-term policy of seeking out, recruiting
and retaining the best people in the industry. 

The timing of the start-up of Kansanshi is very opportune given the
prevailing bull market in copper. While opinions differ as to the future of
the copper market, we will continue to ensure that our operations will be
highly profitable not only today but throughout the commodity cycle while
providing an exceptional rate of return on invested capital.

Kansanshi Copper-Gold Mine
In April 2005, the Company announced that commercial production had
been achieved at Kansanshi, after a prioritized commissioning had
commenced on November 11, 2004.

As expected with any commissioning, the mining program has faced a
number of challenges including rain delays and reduced truck availability
resulting from problems associated with the supply of tyres and spare
parts, as well as fuel system faults. Notwithstanding these challenges, the Company, as at December
31, 2004 has still managed to stockpile 157,000 tonnes of sulphide ore and 1,039,000 tonnes of oxide
ore for future processing.

During the construction and commissioning we have been delighted with the support that we have
received from President Mwanawasa and the Government of Zambia, which supports our
commitment to being a long-term investor in Zambia.

“...we have been
delighted with the
support received
from President
Mwanawasa and
the Government 
of Zambia...”

+ + + + +
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Guelb Moghrein Copper-Gold Deposit
In July 2004, the Company announced the acquisition of an 80% interest in Guelb Moghrein located
in Mauritania. This project represents the next step in our development and construction pipeline
and the Company sees this investment as a first step in a potentially larger involvement in
Mauritania. We are one of several resource companies that view Mauritania as a country with
exceptional potential.

It is our intention to develop Guelb Moghrein with production expected to begin in early 2006.
Production will be initially targeted at approximately 30,000 tonnes of copper and 50,000 ounces of
gold per year in the form of a copper-gold concentrate.

Bwana/Lonshi
At our Bwana/Lonshi operation production has increased by 41% to over 41,000 tonnes of copper per
year. This has been achieved through a steady state of production being reached as well as other
processing initiatives undertaken by our dedicated team in Zambia and the DRC.

Exploration 
During 2004, our ongoing exploration program continued to reveal the attractiveness of the Frontier
Deposit (formerly Lufua) in the DRC and also lead to a new discovery at Kashime, in Zambia.

In May 2004 the Company announced a measured and indicated resource at Frontier of
1,024,000 tonnes of contained copper and 14,500 tonnes of contained cobalt. The Company
continued the year with an aggressive drilling program which will result in an expected substantial
increase in the resource.

The new discovery at Kashime is the latest grass roots discovery to have resulted from our
ongoing systematic exploration of our large Copperbelt land position. The significant widths of
mineralization and the large geochemical signature of the system are very encouraging and a follow
up drill program is underway.

Our exploration program remains of critical importance to the future wealth of the Company.
Our grass roots exploration has been remarkably successful with our discoveries at Lonshi, Kashime
and Frontier. We expect that this success has every chance of being repeated in the adjoining
Copperbelt areas.

Financial Results
Our focus on process improvement at Bwana combined with
improved copper prices has lead to strong operating profits
and cash flow during 2004. Our net earnings for 2004 were
five times higher than 2003 and earnings per share were up as
result to $0.47 per share. This improved financial performance
and our financing activities during the year have resulted in a
strong balance sheet and we are well placed to continue our
development pipeline and grass roots exploration programs.

8

“Our net earnings
for 2004 were
five times higher
than 2003...”

Letter to Shareholders
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Outlook
With Kansanshi having achieved commercial production, First Quantum’s production profile is set to
grow dramatically, solidifying its new status as a mid-tier copper producer. The Company will look to
continue to provide growth to its stakeholders by working with our partners in Africa to develop our
pipeline of projects including Guelb Moghrein and Frontier.

With the growing concentrate production from Kansanshi and
the potential future concentrate production from the Company’s
Frontier deposit, there will be a need for additional smelter
capacity in the Copperbelt over the next several years. 
In an effort to reduce our reliance upon Copperbelt smelter
capacity, we are investigating alternative processing routes for a
portion of our future copper concentrates. To this end the
Company has purchased a pressure oxidation plant which will be
moved to Zambia to treat a portion of the Company’s future
copper concentrates.

Objectives for 2005
The principal objectives for 2005 are:

• Continue to strive to promote the health, safety and development of our employees 
and to enrich the environment and communities in which we operate.

• Bwana/Lonshi – minimize operating costs and extend the mine life at Lonshi.
• Kansanshi – ramp-up to full production and install the pressure oxidation plant.
• Guelb – complete construction and commence commissioning.
• Frontier – fast track the project through the feasibility stage and arrange financing.
• Kashime – accelerate exploration in an effort to define the resource and initiate a 

pre-feasibility study.
• Exploration – continue to identify and drill targets in Zambia, the DRC Pedicle and Mauritania. 
• Corporate – to ensure that we continue to have the right management team to capitalize on

the opportunities before us and to create new ones.

A Message of Thanks
I would like to thank all those who have contributed to the spectacular success of the Company
during 2004. While our employees, with their management and technical expertise, have been the
main engine of growth, we should not forget the important role played by the governments of
Zambia, DRC and Mauritania.

Finally, I would like to thank the members of the board for their diligence, support and
enthusiasm in an increasingly strictly regulated environment.

Philip K. R. Pascall, 
Chairman & CEO 

“First Quantum’s
production profile
is set to grow 
dramatically”
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Financial & 
Production
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
All figures in thousands of US dollars where applicable, except where indicated

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000
$ $ $ $ $

Financial Results

Revenue 113,523 60,454 51,095 138,102 91,182

Gross Profit 59,753 19,155 4,012 14,124 24,525

Net Earnings (Loss) 28,010 4,582 (3,449) (21,341) 7,159

Cash Flow

Operating Cash Flow 30,691 16,885 (4,073) 6,540 9,398

Net capital expenditures and investments 206,105 40,254 28,221 22,729 24,945

Repayment of principal on long term debt 17,401 29,490 14,721 30,568 13,494

Financial Position

Total Assets 473,061 162,135 99,630 156,618 129,461

Total Liabilities 313,031 78,322 45,340 109,278 96,866

Shareholders’ Equity 157,840 81,623 52,100 45,018 31,992

Number of weighted average shares 
outstanding 60,123 50,668 43,363 36,327 25,203

Ratios

Operating Cash Flow per share 0.51 0.33 (0.09) 0.18 0.37

Net Earnings (Loss) per share 0.47 0.09 (0.09) (0.58) 0.30

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
Production in tonnes, unit costs in $/lb

2004 2003 2002 2001 2000

Attributable copper production 41,546 29,513 11,878 50,411 32,470

Realized copper price 1.13 0.75 0.65 0.82 0.80

Cash costs (C1) copper 0.46 0.44 0.27 0.64 0.42

Total costs (C3) copper 0.62 0.62 0.52 0.77 0.66

Sulphuric acid sold 66,460 75,228 88,198 62,783 61,889

Bwana/Lonshi Copper & Sulphuric Acid Production

Copper production 41,546 29,513 11,878 9,662 10,025

Sulphuric acid sold 66,460 75,228 88,198 62,783 61,889

Cash costs (C1) copper 0.45 0.44 0.27 0.18 0.11

Total costs (C3) copper 0.62 0.62 0.52 0.61 0.57
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Focus on Africa
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The Copperbelt
The Copperbelt is an arcuate zone 600 kilometres long by 50 kilometres wide containing one of the
world’s greatest concentrations of copper and cobalt deposits. The arc of the deposits extends from
Ndola, Zambia in the east, including the well known Zambian mines, stretching across the border into
the DRC, back into the northwest portion of Zambia, and west into Angola.
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Copperbelt map showing

First Quantum operations

and exploration properties.

The Copperbelt deposits are truly exceptional on a world scale with most having original resources
measuring hundreds of millions of tonnes of ore with grades greater than 2% copper. For example,
Nchanga in Zambia contained 450 million tonnes at 4% copper, while the cobalt rich Kolwezi district
in the DRC totalled over 600 million tonnes at a grade of 7% copper equivalent.

Copper and cobalt mineralization was first discovered in Zambia at the turn of the century with
large scale production commencing in the 1930’s. Since then copper has played a dominant role in
Zambia’s economic history, providing at times 85% of its foreign exchange. Copper production
reached a peak of 700,000 tonnes during the period 1969-1976 before beginning a progressive
decline, due to a lack of investment, to a low of 250,000 tonnes in 1999. Zambia produced 380,000
tonnes of copper in 2004, up from 346,000 tonnes in 2003.

The Copperbelt remains largely unexplored using modern exploration practices. New ore bodies
similar to the Kansanshi and Lonshi deposits await discovery, with Frontier and Kashime being
prime examples.

Mauritania
Mauritania is located in North West Africa and occupies the western part of the Sahara Desert. The
country has limited agricultural resources but contains extensive mineral deposits, most notably iron
ore. Its coastal waters are among the world’s richest fishing grounds, and oil reserves were
discovered offshore in 2001 with commercial drilling expected to begin in 2005. 

In ten years Mauritania has been transformed from a country with a predominantly nomadic
population (2.8 million in 2002), limited economic base and poor social indicators to one that is
highly urbanized and market-driven.



Kansanshi
Copper-Gold Mine
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The Kansanshi Copper-Gold Mine is located in the North Western Province of Zambia,
approximately 10 kilometres north of the town of Solwezi and 180 kilometres to the northwest of the
Copperbelt town of Chingola.

In 2001 the Company purchased an effective 80% interest in Kansanshi by agreeing to pay $8.5
million (in staged payments) and issue 1.4 million First Quantum common shares. In addition, upon
commercial production the Company also agreed to make a final payment of $25 million less an
amount equal to the average market value of the previously issued 1.4 million common shares.

In 2002, it was proposed that Kansanshi be developed in two phases and a Definitive Feasibility
Study (DFS) was completed for the first phase of sixteen years. The development of Kansanshi
commenced in 2003 with commercial production achieved in April 2005.

The construction of Kansanshi was financed through both debt and equity. The debt facilities
comprised of a $120 million service facility with Standard Bank and West LB, a Euro 34 million
facility with European Investment Bank, and a US$30 million equipment purchase facility with 
Bank Belgolaise. The Company also raised Cdn$60 million in equity financing in February 2004.

+ + + + +
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Kansanshi Mineral Resource
Cut-off Category Tonnes (Mt) % Cu % AsCu Au (g/t)

Cu(t) 0.5% Measured 93.2 1.43 0.70 0.19
Indicated 208.6 1.06 0.28 0.16

Inferred 111.0 1.11 0.17 0.12

Total Measured + Indicated 301.8 1.17 0.41 0.17

Cu(t) 1.0% Measured 48.4 2.09 1.17 0.25
Indicated 75.8 1.72 0.60 0.23

Inferred 41.2 1.81 0.34 0.14

Total Measured + Indicated 124.2 1.86 0.82 0.24

Kansanshi Mineral Reserve
Category Ore (mt) % Cu % AsCu Au (g/t)

Leachable Ore
Proven 30.9 2.28 1.73 0.28

Probable 16.0 2.21 1.78 0.31

Float Ore
Proven 39.6 1.02 – 0.17

Probable 56.0 1.04 – 0.20

Total Proven & Probable 142.5 1.43 0.22

+ + + + + +

Kansanshi Copper-Gold Mine
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DFS Update
In March 2005, the Company completed an independent operations review which accelerated the
mining schedule and production rates that were contemplated in the DFS. The key parameters of the
independent operations review are highlighted in the table below. 

2005 2006-2009

Mining
Ore (tonnes mt) 8,885 50,587
Waste (tonnes mt) 15,795 85,184
Strip Ratio 1.78 1.70
Processing
Total Concentrate (tonnes) 171,982 1,077,185
Copper in Concentrate (tonnes) 48,155 301,613
Copper Cathode (tonnes) 42,845 282,921
Total Copper Production (tonnes) 91,000 584,534
Gold Production (ozs) 36,022 196,403

The original DFS had envisioned the treatment of 4 million tonnes of oxide ore and 2 million tonnes
of sulphide ore (4O+2S) to produce an average of 100,000 tonnes of finished copper production per
year. The operations review considers capital additions carried out to the sulphide milling circuit
during initial construction which will double design capacity throughput of sulphide ore to 4 million
tonnes per year (4O+4S). This results in the copper concentrate production substantially
outperforming the DFS forecasts in 2005 when an aggregate production of 91,000 tonnes is planned.

Under the revised plan, peak production will be approximately 163,000 tonnes of copper, (92,000
tonnes of which would be produced from concentrates) and 60,000 ounces of gold in 2007.

The revised plan estimates an average C1 costs over the first 5 years of copper production of
$0.45/lb. The increase in cost, compared to the original DFS is mainly attributable to the increased
amount of copper in concentrate produced under the revised plan and general increases in
consumable costs.

Mining will use a conventional open pit technique which includes excavators and a fleet of 100
tonne trucks. Ore treatment is flexible to allow for variation in ore type and includes conventional
crushing, milling floatation, acid leaching and solvent extraction and electrowinning (SX/EW).  

The mine currently employs 973 workers on a full and part-time basis of which over 93% 
are Zambian.

Outlook
In addition, to the capital additions carried out in 2004 to increase the treatment capacity at
Kansanshi to 4O+4S, the Company has committed to expand the sulphide circuit again in 2005 to
eight million tonnes of treatment capacity (4O+8S) which will result in an average of 145,000 tonnes
of finished copper production per year for the next four years. Finally, an additional expansion of the
sulphide circuit is under consideration for 2008 to increase the treatment capacity to 12 million
tonnes of sulphide ore (4O+12S) to maintain annual finished copper production of 145,000 tonnes as
oxide ore is depleted and sulphide ore grades begin to fall.

+ + + + +



Bwana/Lonshi

+ +
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SX/EW Facility Copper Mine
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The Bwana/Lonshi operation is unique in that it operates in two distinctive countries,
Zambia and the DRC. The operation involves open pit mining of the high grade copper-oxide ore at
Lonshi in the Pedicle region of the DRC and transporting it to the Company’s 100% owned Bwana
Mkubwa SX/EW facility in Zambia for processing.

Mining
The Lonshi copper mine is located in the DRC, and is owned and operated by Compagnie Miniere du
Sakania Sprl. (Comisa), a wholly owned Congolese subsidiary. The Lonshi deposit was first
discovered by First Quantum in late 2000. Copper mineralization is hosted within an average 15
metre thick package of weathered Roan sediments which outcrop on the surface and dip to the east
at 38 degrees.

Mining operations commenced in August, 2001 after drilling campaigns resulted in the definition
of a high grade copper resource. 

In 2004, the Company mined 669,000 tonnes of ore grading 5.5% acid soluble copper and
11,029,000 tonnes of waste. The ore is transported 35 kilometres by road to the Bwana Mkubwa
SX/EW facility located near Ndola, Zambia.

The Company currently employs approximately 480 people in its mining and exploration
activities in the DRC of which 93% are local to the region.

Material Mined (000’s tonnes)
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Lonshi Mineral Resource 
as at December 31, 2004

Category Tonnes Ore % AsCu Tonnes AsCu

Measured 3,036,924 5.67 172,194
Indicated 292,305 3.56 10,406
Inferred 220,649 3.09 6,818

Measured & Indicated 3,329,229 5.48 182,600

Lonshi Mineral Reserve 
as at December 31, 2004 

Classification Tonnes Ore % AsCu Tonnes AsCu

Proven 2,915,923 5.71 166,499
Probable 247,964 3.67 9,100

Proven and Probable 3,163,887 5.55 175,599

Bwana/Lonshi Operation
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Processing
The 100% owned Bwana Mkubwa SX/EW facility (Bwana) is located near the regional mining centre of
Ndola at the southern extension of the Zambian Copperbelt. Since inception, the Bwana operation has
processed copper-oxide bearing ore to recover metal as copper cathode and produced sulphuric acid.

Built in 1998 at cost of $30 million and expanded in 2002 for an additional $25 million, Bwana is
a proven low cost producer and a showcase operation for First Quantum in Zambia. Built originally
to re-process existing tailings from past operations, Bwana was converted and upgraded to process
Lonshi copper-oxide ore in 2002. 

In 2004, Bwana produced 41,546 tonnes of A-grade copper cathode and 140,200 tonnes of
sulphuric acid for a cash cost (C1) of $0.46 per pound, net of credits from the sale of 66,460 tonnes of
surplus sulphuric acid.

The Company currently employs approximately 750 workers on a part or full-time basis of which
97% are local to the region.

Outlook
The Bwana/Lonshi operation is expected to produce between 40,000 to 45,000 tonnes of copper
cathode in 2005. C1 (cash) costs are expected to range between $0.50 and $0.55 per pound of
finished copper as high gangue acid consuming ores are treated in 2005. During the first quarter of
2005 approximately 11,963 tonnes of copper cathode were produced. All copper production from
Bwana/Lonshi is unhedged.

Bwana Copper Production
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During 2004, the Company entered into an agreement to purchase an 80% interest in the
Guelb Moghrein (Guelb) Copper-Gold Project in Mauritania. The agreement required $2 million to be
paid upfront with deferred payments of $8 million.

Copper mineralization in Mauritania has been known from ancient times with copper
arrowheads and tools found in the Akjoujt area dating 4,000 to 6,000 BC. Anglo American developed
the deposit in the early 1970's using a special process to heat oxide copper ores. Technical
difficulties and expensive fuel prices resulted in the closure of the operation in 1977.

Guelb is located 250 kilometres northeast of the nation’s capital, Nouakchott, near the town of
Akjoujt, and is accessible by paved highway. It consists of an open pit mineable, copper/gold deposit
containing a measured and indicated resource of 23.7 million tonnes grading 1.88% total copper and
1.41 gram per tonne gold, as estimated by Kilborn-SNC Lavalin Europe Limited for a previous owner.
The Company is not treating the resource as a National Instrument 43-101 defined resource and
therefore should not be relied upon.

22

Guelb Moghrein 
Copper-Gold Project

In May 2004, the Company engaged Intermet Engineering Pty Ltd. to
perform an Engineering Study on the Guelb Moghrein Project. The
principal features of the study included conventional floatation of a
copper sulphide-gold concentrate, thickening and filtration of
concentrate and shipment of concentrate through the Port of Friendship
Quai at Nouakcott to smelters.

The mining schedule developed within the study assumes 2.0
million tonnes of sulphide ore are mined per annum resulting in a mine
life of 9.1 years with an average strip ratio of 2.4:1. The estimated initial
capital cost for the project is $58 million. Average annual copper in
concentrate is estimated to be 30,000 tonnes and average total gold in
concentrate and doré is 66,000 ounces.

+ + + + + +
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Copper Project

In September 2003, the Company announced a new copper discovery at its wholly
owned Frontier Copper Project (formerly Lufua). Frontier is a product of the Company’s generative
exploration program initiated after the successful discovery and development of Lonshi. Frontier
was found by reviewing old data files and soil sampling in an area of old surface workings.

To May 2004, the Company had completed a total of 43 reverse circulation holes totaling 6,715
metres and 13 diamond drill holes totaling 1,496 metres for which copper, acid soluble copper and
cobalt content were analyzed. 

A significant infill drilling program comprising approximately 8,000 metres of reverse circulation
drilling and 11,000 metres of diamond drilling was carried out later in 2004, results of which will be
incorporated into a new resource model which is anticipated to be completed in the second quarter
of 2005. The Company has assembled an engineering team to conduct an engineering study.

+ + + + +

Frontier Mineral Resource

Category (Mt) % Cu % AsCu % Co

Measured
Oxide/Mixed 14.7 1.22 0.86 0.033
Sulphide 23.3 1.13 0.05 0.016
Total Measured 38.1 1.16 – 0.023

Indicated
Oxide/Mixed 7.8 1.29 0.94 0.039
Sulphide 41.8 1.15 0.06 0.007
Total Indicated 49.6 1.17 – 0.012

Measured & Indicated
Oxide/Mixed 22.5 1.24 0.89 0.035
Sulphide 65.1 1.14 0.06 0.010
Total Measured 
& Indicated 87.6 1.17 – 0.017
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Exploration

Zambia Exploration
In December 2004, the Company announced the positive results from a reverse circulation drill
program at the Kashime prospect. Kashime is approximately 140 kilometres by paved and dirt road
south east from Bwana.

Mineralization at Kashime occurs as disseminated to semi massive bornite and chalcopyrite,
oxidized in part, and is hosted by an altered, schistose, carbonaceous sandstone unit overlain by a
barren hanging wall dolomitic marble. The mineralized unit dips southwards at 10-20 degrees, and
depth of oxidation is controlled by proximity to faulting. The drill program tested the most
anomalous 1,000 metre long section of a 2,000 metre long, +300 parts per million copper soil
anomaly.  Highlights from the 13 hole drill program included 56 metres grading 2.08% copper; 55
metres grading 1.20% copper and 101 metres grading 0.92% copper. An aggressive drilling program
to further test the prospect is planned for early  2005.

The Company also has prospecting licences covering approximately 18,000 square kilometres
within the Copperbelt including the southwestward continuation of the Congolese portion of the
Lufilian Arc into Northwestern Zambia.

DRC Exploration
Comisa has the exclusive exploration rights over 37
Permis de Recherches (exploration permits) with a total
surface area of 11,000 square kilometres predominantly
in the district of Haut-Katanga, DRC, which coincides with
the pedicle region along the northern Zambian border.

At the end of 2004, the Company had taken and
assayed 56,000 soil samples on regional and detailed
grids covering 30% of the granted exploration permit
areas in Haut-Katanga. Twelve areas of highly anomalous
copper enrichment have been discovered, one of which is
currently being developed into the Frontier Project. The
other projects are in early phase drilling programs or are
being prepared for initial drilling.

+ + + + + +

“...prospecting licenses
covering 18,000 square
kilometres...”

“...11,000 square 
kilometres in 
the DRC...”



Mopani Copper Mines Plc
First Quantum holds an effective 16.9% interest, through Carlisa Investment Corp., in Mopani Copper
Mines Plc (Mopani), Glencore International AG owns 73.1% and the Zambian Consolidated Copper
Mines owns the remaining 10%.

Mopani is a fully integrated copper producer consisting of two divisions: Nkana and Mufulira.
The Mufulira Division includes an underground copper mine, smelter and copper refinery and the
Nkana Division includes an underground copper/cobalt mine and cobalt refinery.

In 2004, Mopani increased its finished copper production to approximately 160,000 tonnes from
134,000 tonnes in 2003 and cobalt production rose marginally to 2,000 tonnes in 2004.  With an
improvement in both production levels and the increase in worldwide copper prices First Quantum
would appear well placed with its investment in Mopani.

Anvil Mining NL
On February 28, 2005, the Company disposed of its interest in Anvil Mining NL (“Anvil”) for net
proceeds of $22 million realizing a profit of approximately $16.1 million. As at December 31, 2004 the
Company held a 15.7% in Anvil, which operates the Dikulushi Mine in the DRC.
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Investments

+ + + +

“...realizing a profit of
approximately 
$16.1 million.”



Social
Responsibility
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Environment, Health & Safety
First Quantum Minerals is committed to making a positive step toward sustainable development, in
that our investments should not only be financially profitable, technically appropriate, but
environmentally sound and socially responsible. The Company has adopted policies for
Environment, Occupational Health & Safety and Human Rights.

ENVIRONMENT
The Company has Environmental and Social Management Plans at each of its current operations.
These plans are prepared in accordance with the environmental regulations of the host countries 
and are based on World Bank Guidelines and policies and industry best practice. In addition,
environmental procedures and protocols are being documented to systematically manage the
environmental, social and health impacts of its activities.

These procedures and protocols form the operating framework of the Company’s environmental
management systems which are in line with IS0 14001 requirements. The overall goals are:

• commitment of management to pollution prevention;
• compliance with pertinent environmental regulations and legislation; and
• continual improvement to protect the environment.

During the year no environmental enforcement actions or penalties in 2004 were taken/ levied
against the Company.

During 2005, the Company will begin collating environmental and social performance indicators
to enable future sustainability reporting in line with the Global Reporting Initiatives.

+ + + + +
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
The Company is implementing internationally accepted occupational health and safety standards
and procedures throughout its operations. The Company complies with all national laws on health
and safety in the workplace in order to create a safe workplace, thereby protecting its employees
from accident and sickness. These laws are in line with International Labor Organization (ILO)
recommendations. 

In 2004 the Company formally adopted an HIV/AIDS program which has been introduced at all
our operations.

During 2005, the Company will:
• introduce formal environment, health and safety induction courses at its operations, to be

attended by all employees and contractors; and 
• introduce environmental health and safety training programs in the workplace. 

The safety performance at the Bwana/ Lonshi operation during 2004 was excellent with a
combined injury rate at Bwana/Lonshi of 1.37 with no fatalities. The injury rate is calculated as the
number of lost time accidents per 200,000 hours worked. At Kansanshi the injury rate was 0.67 over
the period January to March 2005 with no fatalities.

Bwana/Lonshi Highlights
• A new village is being constructed for employees at Lonshi, which includes a clinic and a school.
• Rehabilitation work on the mine waste dumps will commence in 2005.
• Environmental Council of Zambia approval was received for the environmental impact

statement and environmental management plan for the expanded Bwana SX/EW facility.
• A Decommissioning and Closure Plan was developed in July 2004.
• Successful re-vegetation trials were conducted at the Bwana site using Vetiver grass and

indigenous tree species.
• In 2004, the Company participated in a number of projects that benefited the local community

including: malaria ‘roll back’ programs, promotion of alternative sustainable livelihoods such
as bee keeping, and vehicle patrols with the forestry department to prevent deforestation.

Kansanshi Highlights
• Implementation of its environmental and social management plans two months prior to the

start of copper production. 
• Rehabilitation of areas disturbed during project development began in November 2004. 
• The Solwezi malaria ‘roll back’ program started in February 2005.
• Kansanshi is providing assistance to schools and various community infrastructure projects.

Other Highlights
• Commencement of Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Frontier.
• Appointed EIS consultant for Guelb.

Social Responsibility
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Fourth Quarter and Twelve Months ended December 31, 2004

(expressed in U.S. dollars)

Summary of Financial and Operational Results 
The following discussion, analysis and financial review are comprised of nine main sections:

1. At A Glance
2. 2004 Quarterly Discussion 
3. 2004 Full Year Discussion
4. Discussion of Financial Position and Liquidity
5. Other Matters
6. Fourth Quarter Comparison Discussion
7. Outlook
8. Critical Accounting Policies and Definitions
9. Selected Annual Information and Summary of Quarterly Results

For further information on the Company reference should be made to the Company’s Annual Information Form
(AIF) and also to its public filings that are available on www.sedar.com.

1. At A Glance

Fourth Quarter ended December 31, 2004:
• Copper production of 10,942 tonnes (24 million pounds) with a cash cost (C1) of $0.48 per pound
• Acid production of 35,671 tonnes of which 9,664 tonnes were sold externally
• Net earnings of $9.3 million or $0.16 per share
• Cash flow from operations before operating working capital movements was $9.8 million or $0.16 per share
• Cash flow from operations after operating working capital movements was $2.9 million or $0.05 per share

Copper production for the quarter was slightly lower than the record levels set in the previous quarter but remained
above the production levels set in Q1 and Q2. C1 costs have risen from Q3. At Kansanshi, the first concentrate had
been produced by the end of December with commercial production expected to commence in April 2005.

Year ended December 31, 2004:
• Copper production of 41,546 tonnes (92 million pounds) with a cash cost (C1) of $0.46 per pound
• Acid production of 140,200 tonnes of which 66,460 tonnes were sold externally
• Net earnings of $28.0 million or $0.47 per share
• Cash flow from operations before operating working capital movements was $46.3 million or $0.77 per share
• Cash flow from operations after operating working capital movements was $30.7 million or $0.51 per share

Copper production for the year was a record 41,546 tonnes as Bwana realized the benefits of the new ore-delivery
system and other processing initiatives including two new CCDs which have improved recoveries. C1 costs have
risen by $0.02 from 2003 principally due to a lower acid credit. 

2. 2004 Quarterly Discussion

Consolidated Revenue
Q4 revenues were $30.7 million which is comprised copper revenues of $29.2 million and acid revenues of $1.5
million. Copper revenues in Q4 were consistent with Q3 as a result of a 3% increase in the realized copper price
which was offset by slightly lower copper production (2%). Acid revenues have fallen by approximately $1.1 million
on the lower acid available for sale at Bwana. The availability of acid was reduced as the gangue acid consumption
ratio (tonnes of acid consumed per tonne of copper produced) increased to 2.3 (Q3: 1.7; Q2: 1.6; Q1: 1.4) at Bwana.  

Management Discussion & Analysis
and Financial Review
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2004 Quarterly Revenues
Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Revenues: ($ millions)
Copper $29.2 $28.6 $23.4 $22.1
Acid 1.5 2.6 2.9 3.2
Total Revenues $30.7 $31.2 $26.3 $25.3

Sales Statistics: (tonnes)
Copper 11,060 11,233 9,553 9,693
Acid 9,664 16,884 19,149 20,763

Realized Price
Copper ($ per pound) $1.20 $1.16 $1.11 $1.03

During the quarter, the realized copper price rose to $1.20 per pound. The average LME price over the same period
was $1.31 per pound (Q3: $1.27/lb; Q2: $1.23/lb; Q1: $1.23/lb). The difference between the LME price and the realized
price was due to realization charges and copper forward contracts entered into in 2003. During the three months
ended, December 31, 2004, the Company delivered into its final 3,000 tonnes of copper forward sales contracts at
Bwana at an average realized price of $0.88 per pound. As at January 1, 2005, the Company no longer has any
forward copper sales contracts in place at Bwana.

Consolidated Cost of Sales and Production Statistics
Cost of sales were $14.5 million. The principal reason for the increase was due to the increased acid consumption
at Bwana due to the processing of dolomite ore.

Other expenses for the fourth quarter were $5.8 million (Q3: $5.7m; Q2: $6.6m; Q1: $4.3m). After considering the
third quarter revision of the asset retirement obligation, other expenses were $1 million less than the previous
quarter.  

2004 Quarterly Cost of Sales and Production Statistics
Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Costs
Cost of Sales ($ million) $14.5 $14.1 $13.1 $12.1
C1 Costs ($ per pound) $0.48 $0.45 $0.48 $0.39
C3 Costs ($ per pound) $0.59 $0.68 $0.67 $0.53

Bwana/Lonshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 2,926 4,213 2,854 1,036
Ore Mined (000’s) 261 257 85 66
Ore Grade Mined 6.4% 4.7% 5.2% 5.4%
Ore Processed (000’s) 256 278 237 209
Ore Grade Processed 5.01% 4.64% 4.56% 5.23%
Copper Production 10,942 11,330 9,585 9,689
Acid Production 35,671 35,920 34,265 34,344

Kansanshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 2,857 1,175 – –
Ore Mined (000’s) 1,346 – – –
Ore Grade Mined 2.4% – – –

Other expenses were predominantly comprised of depreciation of $3.0 million (Q3: $2.6m; Q2: $3.0m; Q1: $2.3m)
and general and administration expenses of $2.2 million (Q3: $1.4m; Q2: $1.5m; Q1: $1.1m). Depreciation expense
has remained constant with copper production remaining above 9,500 tonnes for the four quarters. Included in the
general and administration expense for the fourth quarter was $0.5 million of stock option expense, which is now
required to be charged to the income statement.

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review
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Bwana/Lonshi

Mining:
During Q4 2004, approximately 261,000 tonnes of ore grading 6.4% and approximately 2,926,000 tonnes of waste
were mined from Lonshi. The strip ratio (ratio of waste to ore) for the quarter was approximately 11:1. The total
material mined was 3,187,000 tonnes (Q3: 4,470,000t; Q2: 2,939,000t; Q1: 1,102,000t). The 29% reduction in mined
material was due to constraints surrounding drilling capacity at Lonshi. During the quarter, the push-backs to the
east of the pit encountered dolomitic rocks which required drilling and blasting. Waste mining in the Southern
push-back has continued from the third quarter with the expectation that the ore zone will be reached in the first
quarter of 2005. The Company has also continued its efforts to improve the dewatering of the Lonshi pit, with more
in-pit pumps and bigger boreholes being used. These initiatives will add to the Company’s ability to manage the
water ingress and continue to mine efficiently in the wet season.

Processing:
During Q4 2004, copper production was 10,942 tonnes. The small decrease from Q3 can be attributed to the failure
of a rectiformer and an electrical short that occurred in the electrowinning plant at Bwana.

Cash costs (C1) were $0.48 per pound and total costs (C3) were $0.59 per pound. The increase in C1 costs can be
attributed to the higher gangue acid consumption which has impacted the cash costs in two distinct ways. Firstly,
the C1 costs are up $0.02 per pound due to the higher acid consumption and secondly, the acid available for resale
has been reduced resulting in the acid credit falling by $0.03 per pound. The combined $0.05 per pound increase has
been partially offset by an improvement in processing costs of $0.02 per pound on quarter three. 

Acid production decreased slightly to 35,671 tonnes of which 9,664 tonnes was sold externally. The decrease in
surplus acid sold was as a result of the higher gangue acid consumption at Bwana.

Kansanshi
During Q4 2004, approximately 1,346,000 tonnes of ore grading 2.4% and approximately 2,857,000 tonnes of waste
were mined. The strip ratio for the quarter was 2:1 which was greater than the life-of-mine strip ratio. This resulted
in costs of approximately $0.4 million being deferred for the quarter.  The ore was comprised of 307,000 tonnes of
sulphide ore and 1,039,000 tonnes of oxide ore. 

Mining has been concentrated in the Main pit as this is the principal source of the sulphide ores. The phased start
up at Kansanshi has meant that the focus has been on providing sulphide ores as the sulphide circuit was
commissioned first. As expected with any commissioning, the mining program at Solwezi has faced a number of
challenges including rain delays of up to 4 hours per day which have restricted access to the pit, and reduced truck
availability resulting from problems associated with the supply of tyres, and spare parts, as well as fuel system
faults. Notwithstanding these challenges, the Company, as at December 31, 2004 has stockpiled 157,000 tonnes of
sulphide ore and 1,039,000 tonnes of oxide ore for future processing.

In Q4 2004, Kansanshi crushed 94,270 dry tonnes of ore and milled 59,316 dry tonnes of ore. This in combination
with the commissioning at the sulphide circuit has meant that as at the end of December 2004, Kansanshi had
produced 441 tonnes of copper concentrate. For a complete understanding of the status of the Kansanshi project
reference should be made to Section 5 and 7 of this report.

Consolidated Earnings
Net earnings increased to $9.3 million or $0.16 per share. During Q4 2004, the Company recognized $1.0 million (Q3:
$0.1m; Q2: $0.2m; Q1: $0.4m) in equity earnings from Anvil. The increase was principally as a result of dilution
gains arising from a share issuance by Anvil in December 2004.
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2004 Quarterly Net Earnings
Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Earnings $ (millions) $9.3 $7.9 $4.1 $6.7
Basic earnings per share $0.16 $0.13 $0.07 $0.11
Diluted earnings per share $0.15 $0.13 $0.07 $0.11

Cash Flow
During the Q4 2004, the cash flow from operating activities was $2.9 million or $0.05 per share (Q3: $0.17; Q2: $0.18;
Q1: $0.11). Although net income was up $1.4 million over the previous quarter, cash flow from operations was
impacted by an increase in the movements in working capital of $7.0 million for the quarter. The main movement
in non-cash operating items was as a result of the building of ore stockpiles at Kansanshi.  

2004 Quarterly Cash Flows

$ (millions) Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Cash flows from:
Operating activities

Before working capital movements 9.8 12.9 11.5 12.1
After non-cash working capital movements 2.9 10.4 10.8 6.6

Financing activities 49.0 76.6 16.5 57.4
Investing activities (52.5) (69.7) (47.7) (36.2)

The cash flow from operating activities before non-cash working capital movements was $9.8 million.

The cash inflow from financing activities was $49.0 million. The inflow from financing activities principally came
from the net proceeds from long-term debt of $47.9 million. Reference should be made to Section 3 of this MD&A
for specific details of these net proceeds.   

The cash outflow from investing activities was $52.5 million and was principally due to the expenditure associated
with the Kansanshi project.

3. 2004 Full Year Discussion
Earnings and Operations

Consolidated Revenue
Revenues increased to $113.5 million which comprised copper revenues of $103.3 million and acid revenues of
$10.2 million. Revenues were up 88% on the comparative period due to improved copper prices and a 40% increase
in copper sales at Bwana. Acid revenues have fallen by 8% due to an increase in gangue acid consumption rates in
Q4 which has reduced the acid available for external sale.  

Full Year Revenues
2004 2003 2002

Revenues ($ millions)
Copper $103.3 $49.4 $17.0
Acid 10.2 11.0 12.8
Carlisa-related revenues – – 21.3
Total Revenue $113.5 $60.4 $51.1

Sales Statistics (tonnes)
Copper Sales 41,539 29,769 11,825
Acid Sales 66,460 75,228 88,198

Realized Price
Copper ($ per pound) $1.13 $0.75 $0.65

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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The realized copper price for the year rose to $1.13 per pound. The LME copper price remained strong in 2004 with
LME copper inventories falling and demand remaining strong from China.  

The average LME price for the year was $1.23 per pound (2003: $0.81/lb; 2002: $0.71/lb). The difference between the
LME price and the realized price was due to realization charges and copper forward contracts entered into in 2003.
During the year, the Company delivered into 12,000 tonnes of copper forward sales contracts at an average realized
price of $0.87 per pound. As at the end of December, the Company no longer has any forward copper sales contracts
in place at Bwana.

Consolidated Cost of Sales and Production Statistics
Cost of sales for the year was $53.8 million. The 30% increase in cost of sales was primarily due to the 40% increase
in copper cathode sold. The 2002 amount includes Carlisa cost of sales of $24.1 million as a result of having
proportionately consolidated the Company’s investment in Carlisa.

Full Year Cost of Sales and Production Statistics
2004 2003 2002

Costs
Cost of Sales ($ million) $53.8 $41.3 $47.1
C1 Costs ($ per pound) $0.46 $0.44 $0.27
C3 Costs ($ per pound) $0.62 $0.62 $0.52

Bwana/Lonshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 11,029 4,487 4,156
Ore Mined (000’s) 669 711 1,195
Ore Grade Mined 5.5% 4.8% 4.6%
Ore Processed (000’s) 980 722 1,195
Ore Grade Processed 4.8% 4.8% 1.4%
Copper Production 41,546 29,513 11,878
Acid Production 140,200 132,951 140,263

Other expenses for the year ended December 31, 2004 were $22.4 million (2003: $13.5m 2002: $9.9m). Other
expenses comprised depletion and amortisation of $10.9 million (2003: $7.8m; 2002: $5.0m), general and
administration costs of $6.2 million (2003: $2.9m; 2002: $2.9m) and interest and financing expenses of $3.0 million
(2003: $1.8m; 2002: $2.2m). The movement in depreciation expense is due to the increased production at Bwana
which uses the units of production method of depreciation. General and administrative expenses include $1.2
million that was charged to the income statement for the expensing of stock options due to a required change in
accounting treatment.

Bwana/Lonshi

Mining:
On April 1, 2004 as a result of the on-going exploration program at Lonshi, the mine reserve was increased to
225,000 tonnes of acid soluble copper. In the light of this reserve increase, and the prevailing improvement in copper
price, a new mine plan was generated. The new mine plan has a life-of-mine stripping ratio of 12:1 compared to the
previous plan of 8:1.

During the year, approximately 669,000 tonnes of ore grading 5.5% and approximately 11,029,000 tonnes of waste
were mined in total. Due to the increased copper production at Bwana and the need to re-establish a strategic
stockpile, the size of the mining fleet at Lonshi has increased significantly. The strip ratio for the year was 16:1
(2003: 6:1; 2002: 3:1). As a result, the Company has deferred costs associated with its mining program at Lonshi of
approximately $3.4 million since December 31, 2003. In 2003, the Company had provided for an additional $2.7
million associated with the mining program at Lonshi.
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Processing:
For the year ended December 31, 2004, copper production increased to 41,546 tonnes. The 41% increase in
production has resulted from a steady state of production being reached as well as Bwana realizing the benefits of
the new ore-delivery system and other processing initiatives including two new CCDs which have improved
recoveries. In addition, the electrical current flow through the new tankhouse at Bwana has been increased which
has enabled more copper to be plated. During 2003, Bwana was still coming to terms with processing Lonshi ore in
the wet and was working towards maximizing the processing capacity from the expansion that occurred at the end
of 2002. In addition, the new ore-delivery system was only completed in the Q3 2003. 

Cash costs (C1) for the year were $0.46 per pound and total costs (C3) were $0.62 per pound. Cash costs (C1) have
risen from 2003 to 2004 principally because the acid credit per pound of copper produced has fallen from $0.08 to
$0.06 per pound. 

Acid production was 140,200 tonnes, of which 66,460 tonnes was surplus acid production that was sold to external
customers. The increase in acid production was due to problems experienced in 2003 that were resolved by the start
of 2004. The maintenance programs undertaken in 2003 were also more extensive than in 2004. 

Although the acid production has actually increased, the acid available for resale has decreased due to the increased
acid consumption required for the copper circuit. Acid consumption during 2004 was 73,298 tonnes (2003: 57,573t;
2002: 51,392t), which has meant that less acid was available for resale. The increase of 27% in acid consumption has
been driven by a 41% increase in copper production less the effects of a slightly improved acid consumption rate
per tonne of copper produced of 1.8 (2003: 2.0; 2002: 4.3).

Kansanshi

Mining:
Mining commenced in September 2004 at Solwezi and by the end of the year approximately 1,346,000 tonnes of ore
and 4,032,000 tonnes of waste had been mined. The ore comprised 307,000 tonnes of sulphide ore and 1,039,000
tonnes of oxide ore of which approximately 1,196,000 tonnes remained stockpiled for future processing. The mining
fleet includes 12 Euclid haul trucks, 9 Volvo ADTs, and 4 Excavators. As would be expected the commissioning of a
new mining fleet presented several challenges such as rain delays of up to 4 hours per day restricting access to the
pit. In addition, other challenges included reduced truck availability resulting from problems associated with the
supply of tyres, spare parts, as well as fuel system faults. Notwithstanding these difficulties, commercial production
is expected to commence in April 2005. 

Full Year Cost of Sales and Production Statistics
2004 2003 2002

Kansanshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 4,032 – –
Ore Mined (000’s) 1,346 – –
Ore Grade Mined 2.4% – –

Consolidated Earnings
Net earnings for the year increased to $28.0 million or $0.47 per share. Equity investment earnings for the year was
$1.7 million (2003: $0.4; 2002: $0.0m). The improvement in equity investment earnings came as a result of both an
improvement in Anvil’s earnings from its Dikulushi mine in the Congo and Anvil issuing shares at a share price
greater than the Company’s cost base.

Full Year Net Earnings
2004 2003 2002

Earnings $ (millions) 28.0 4.6 (3.4)
Basic earnings per share 0.47 0.09 (0.09)
Diluted earnings per share 0.46 0.09 (0.09)

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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Cash Flow

Consolidated Cash Flow

Year ended December 31, 2004
The cash inflow from operating activities was $30.7 million or $0.51 per share (2003: $0.33; 2002: $(0.09)). The
significant turnaround in cash flow from operations is attributable to the improvement in revenue resulting from
increased copper production and improved copper prices. Cash flow from operating activities was impacted by an
increase in the movements in operating working capital of $15.6 million for the year. Included within this movement
was a $14.5 million increase in inventory at Kansanshi as the Company continues to ready itself for commercial
production in 2005.

Full Year Cash Flows

($ millions) 2004 2003 2002

Cash Flows from: 
Operating activities

Before working capital movements 46.3 18.1 (0.6)
After non-cash working capital movements 30.7 16.9 (4.1)

Financing activities 199.5 40.8 22.2
Investing activities (206.1) (40.3) (19.7)

The cash flow from operating activities before non-cash working capital movements was $46.3 million.

The cash inflow from financing activities was $199.5 million. During the year approximately $179.5 million (2003:
$47.3m; 2002: $25.7m) was raised through proceeds from debt facilities and a further $47.0 million (2003: $24.2m;
2002 $11.1m) through equity offerings. The following table provides detail of all the financings that were undertaken
in 2004 and the actual use of proceeds compared with their stated use of proceeds at the time the financing was
announced:

Financing 2004

Use of Proceeds
Lender/Source Amount Proposed Actual

Equity:
3.75 million Common Shares @ CDN$16.00 $45 million For exploration, and As proposed

(Feb 10, 2004) (gross development and general

proceeds) corporate purposes.

250,000 Warrants @ CDN $11.00 $2.3 million n/a n/a

Debt:
Standard Bank $6 million Financing of Kansanshi As proposed

Powerline

European Investment Bank (EIB)(Kansanshi) €34 million Finance construction As proposed

(Fully drawn as at Sept 29, 2004) at Kansanshi

Standard Bank Group and West LB facility $120 million Finance construction As proposed

($97 million drawn as at Dec 31, 2004) at Kansanshi

Banque Belgolaise and Export 

Development Bank of Canada

($21 million drawn as at Dec 31, 2004) $30 million Solwezi Mining Fleet As proposed

Banque Belgolaise facility $10 million Lonshi Mining Fleet As proposed

Glencore International AG $25 million Kansanshi Cost Overrun Facility Undrawn
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On the February 10, 2004, the Company issued 3.75 million shares at CA$16.00 for net proceeds of approximately
$43.0 million. 

On November 29, 2004 the 250,000 warrants issued to Standard Bank London in conjunction with the project
financing for Kansanshi were exercised. The warrants had an exercise price of CA$11.00 and yielded proceeds of
$2.3 million.

During the year, the Company made draw downs from its available facilities. The draw downs during the year
amounted to $97.0 million on the Standard Bank Group and WestLB facility, €34 million Euro ($47.0 million) on the
Kansanshi EIB facility, and $21.5 million on the Banque Belgolaise and Export Development Bank of Canada facility.
All the aforementioned loans have been drawn down to fund the development of the Kansanshi project. In addition,
the Company has drawn down $8.5 million on the Bwana Standard Chartered facility for general working capital
purposes, which has resulted in the facility now being fully drawn down to its $30.0 million limit. During the third
quarter, the Company extended its Banque Belgolaise facility for the Lonshi Mining fleet from $6.0 million to $10.0
million, to provide additional financing for the larger mining fleet at Lonshi. The additional finance available of $4.0
million has since been drawn down.

The Company has also repaid $5.9 million on the Banque Belgolaise facility, $6.0 million on the Bwana Standard
Chartered Bank facility, and $2.5 million on the Bwana EIB facility during the year. In addition, the Company has
made payments for deferred finance fees in the amount of $7.6 million. 

The cash outflow from investing activities was $206.1 million. During the year the Company continued its capital
investment in the Kansanshi project. The movement in foreign currency exchange rates also had a positive impact
on cash for the year of $0.7 million, this is effectively the impact of foreign currency exchange rate movements on
cash holdings that are recorded in U.S. dollars.

4. Discussion of Financial Position and Liquidity

Cash and cash equivalents 
At December 31, 2004, the Company had cash and cash equivalents of $50.4 million. The increase in cash can be
principally attributed to positive cash flow from operating activities ($30.7m).

Financial Position – Assets

($ millions) 2004 2003 2002

Cash and cash equivalents 50.4 25.6 8.2
Restricted cash 1.9 – –
Current assets 105.9 47.6 23.0
Property, plant & equipment 319.2 96.6 62.8
Other assets and deferred charges 32.2 3.0 0.1
Total assets 473.1 162.1 99.6

Restricted Cash
As at December 31, 2004, the Company has $1.9 million in cash that is being held as sinking funds for debt
repayments. 

Current assets
Total current assets were $105.9 million. The increase in current assets was principally due to a $24.8 million increase
in cash and cash equivalents, an increase of $14.1 million in inventory and $7.2 million in accounts receivable and
prepaid expenses at Kansanshi. 

Other assets and deferred charges
Total other assets and deferred charges were $32.2 million which is principally comprised of fair value of derivatives
$10.0 million, long-term prepayment for Zesco of $10.6 million, deferred financing fees $7.5 million (2003: $1.9m;
2002: $0.1m), and deferred stripping asset of $1.9 million (2003: $(2.7m); 2002: $0.0m). The fair value of derivatives
is comprised of copper puts, cross currency and interest rate swaps. Under Canadian generally accepted accounting

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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principles the Company is now required to mark these derivatives to market. Reference should be made to section
5 of this MD&A. The increase in deferred financing fees has principally arisen due to the debt financing associated
with the Kansanshi project. The deferred stripping assets relates to mining costs associated with Lonshi and
Kansanshi.

Total assets
Total assets were $473.1 million. The large increase is as a result of an increase in current assets, other assets and
property, plant and equipment. The property, plant and equipment have increased due principally to the continuing
construction and investment at Kansanshi.

Current Liabilities 
Current liabilities were $72.0 million. The increase for the year can be attributed to an increase in accounts payable
associated with Kansanshi ($8 million) and an increase in the current portion of long-term debt to $22.9 million
(2003: $13.0m; 2002: $6.0m), and an increase in the current portion of other liabilities to $12.0 million (2003: $3.3m;
2002: $0.0m). Included within current liabilities is current taxes payable of $3.2 million related to the profitable
Bwana/Lonshi operation.

Liabilities

$ (millions) 2004 2003 2002

Current liabilities 72.0 34.1 17.8
Net long-term debt 191.7 32.4 20.1
Asset Retirement Obligation 3.8 4.2 4.5
Other liabilities 33.3 3.1 –
Total liabilities 313.0 78.3 45.3

Net long-term debt
Net long term debt was $191.7 million. The increase in net long term is due to financing of the Kansanshi project.
For a more detailed understanding of the increase in term loans reference should be made to the discussion on the
cash flow from financing activities included in section 4. 

Asset Retirement Obligation
During the third quarter 2004, the Company updated its environmental studies for its existing operations which
resulted in a decrease to its asset retirement obligation by $2.0 million. In addition, Kansanshi has set up an asset
retirement obligation of $1.5 million, this estimate will be revised further as commissioning at Kansanshi is
completed.

Other Liabilities
Other liabilities were $33.3 million, which includes the long-term portion of deferred premium obligation of $13.8
million (2003: $0m) associated with the copper puts at Kansanshi (reference should be made to Section 5 of the
MD&A for further discussion on these derivatives), $10.9 million for the unrealized fair value of the gold forwards
at Kansanshi and $3.6 million in deferred payments. Included within the 2003 balance was $2.7 million for deferred
stripping which has now reversed as the stripping ratio at Lonshi has now exceeded the mine life average and the
Company has deferred costs associated with mining. Reference should be made to other assets and deferred
charges.  

Total Liabilities
Total liabilities were $313.0 million which include future income taxes of $12.3 million (2003: $4.6m; 2002: $3.5m).
The provision for future income taxes continues to increase as the Company generates positive earnings at
Bwana/Lonshi operation and utilizes accelerated capital allowances for tax purposes to minimize the amount of
cash taxes payable.
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Contractual Obligations

Payments Due by Period

($ millions) Total Less than 1 year 1 – 2 years 2 – 3 years 3 – 4 years 4 – 5 years There after

Term Debt 214.5 22.9 45.4 39.2 28.7 23.6 54.7
Deferred Payments 14.3 6.6 5.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.5
Commitments 43.0 43.0 – – – – –

Under the terms of the Kansanshi purchase agreement the Company is required to make a final payment to Cyprus
Amax. This amount will be calculated as $25.0 million less an amount equal to the average market value, for the
thirty days prior to the project achieving commercial production, of 1.4 million common shares of the Company. In
management’s estimation the share price of the Company will exceed the US$17.86 required for no further payment
to be made to Cyprus Amax. At year end exchange rates this is equivalent to a share price of CA$21.52. The trading
range for the first two weeks of March has been CA$22.60 to CA$26.33. 

Under the terms of the Guelb Moghrein development agreement announced on July 14, 2004, the Company has
conditionally agreed to make the following payments; $2.0 million upon satisfaction of certain conditions (first
payment date); $3.0 million, 12 months after first payment date; and $5.0 million, 24 months after first payment or
commercial production. The first payment was made in December 2004 and the remaining payments have been
recorded at their discounted value as at December 31, 2004 at $7.4 million as there is no interest payable on these
amounts.

Undrawn Debt Facilities
As at December 31, 2004 the Company had undrawn debt facilities of $56.5 million (2003: $168.7m) that has
principally been designated for the capital requirements of the Kansanshi project. The Company will draw upon
these facilities as required.

Working Capital
As at December 31, 2004 the working capital of the Company was $33.9 million. The improvement in the working
capital ratio comes primarily from the positive cash flow from operations and the equity financing that was
completed in February. These improvements have been offset by the increase in the current portion of long term
debt.

Financial Position – Equity
2004 2003 2002

Shareholders’ Equity ($ millions) $157.8 $81.6 $52.1
Weighted Average # Shares (000’s) 60,123 50,668 43,363
Outstanding # of Shares (000’s) 61,239 56,396 43,507
Working capital ($ millions) $33.9 $13.5 $5.2

Shareholders’ Equity
As at December 31, 2004, the Company had shareholders’ equity of $157.8 million. During the year the Company
raised $43.0 million from the placement of 3.75 million shares for CA$16.00, the proceeds of which were used to
initially assist in the funding of Kansanshi. Strong operating cash flow has meant that these funds are now available
again to the Company, for potential acquisitions, working capital and general corporate purposes.

In addition to the private placement noted above 250,000 warrants and 843,000 options were exercised which raised
an additional $3.3 million. As at December 31, 2004 the Company had 61,238,628 common shares outstanding. In
addition to the outstanding common shares, the Company had 3,158,000 options outstanding. The weighted
average number of shares outstanding for the year was 60,123,106. 

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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5. Other Matters

Segmented Information
For the year ended December 31, 2004, the combined operation at Bwana and Lonshi (BLO) had revenues of $113.5
million (2003: $60.5m; 2002: $29.9m). CDA refers to Corporate Development and Administration.

Full Year Segmented Discussion

($ millions) BLO CDA Total

Revenue 113.5 – 113.5
Cost of Sales 53.8 – 53.8
Gross Profit 59.7 – 59.7
Other expenses 14.1 8.3 22.4
Net Earnings 34.6 (6.6) 28.0

Kansanshi Copper-Gold Deposit, Zambia (80%)
The Kansanshi project is following a phased approach to commissioning with commercial production anticipated
in April 2005. In accordance with the Company’s accounting policy on preproduction costs, the Company will defer
all production costs at Kansanshi until such time as the project reaches commercial production.

By end of the year the sulphide circuit had already produced 441 tonnes of concentrate, 59,316 of dry tonnes of ore
had been milled and 94,270 of dry tonnes of ore had been crushed. As at December 31, 2004, 157,000 tonnes of
sulphide ore and 1,039,000 tonnes of oxide had been stockpiled. 

The budgeted capital cost to complete Kansanshi has increased from the revised estimate (April, 2004) of $180
million to approximately $205 million. The original GRD Minproc Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) estimate was
$163 million. Approved major variations include expansion of the sulphide circuit within the mill, funding required
under the ZESCO power supply agreement, additional earth moving equipment and capital adjustments to reflect
foreign exchange rate changes since December 2002.

The original DFS for Kansanshi envisioned the treatment of 4 million tonnes of oxide ore and 2 million tonnes of
sulphide ore upon commissioning. Improvements carried out to the sulphide milling circuit during construction
will double name plate throughput to approximately 4 million tonnes per year of sulphide ore. This will result in
copper concentrate production outperforming the DFS forecasts in the early years of operation. In addition, a $29
million capital program committed in 2005 will expand the sulphide circuit again to eight million tonnes of treatment
capacity which will result in an average of 145,000 tonnes of finished copper production per year during the period
of 2006 to 2009. Final capital costs for the expanded project will be reported in due course. Finally, an additional
expansion of the sulphide circuit is under consideration for 2008 to increase the sulphide treatment capacity to 12
million tonnes of sulphide ore to maintain annual finished copper production of 145,000 tonnes as oxide ore is
depleted and sulphide ore grades begin to fall.

Frontier (formerly Lufua) Copper Deposit, Democratic Republic of Congo (100%)
In May 2004, First Quantum announced the results of an independent copper-cobalt resource estimate completed
at its wholly owned Frontier Project located in Haut Katanga Province, Democratic Republic of Congo. The National
Instrument 43-101 compliant resource, at a 0.5% cutoff, is 87.6 million tonnes grading 1.17% copper or one million
tonnes of contained copper. In addition, drilling has outlined a discrete, high grade cobalt resource of 5.6 million
tonnes grading 0.169% cobalt that occurs within the larger copper resource. 

Mineralization at Frontier is hosted predominantly within altered and veined Katangan metapelites, interpreted to
be contained within a shallow south eastwardly plunging, north eastward dipping, overturned anticline, with the
thickest mineralization developed in the nose region of this fold. Oxidation extends to variable depths across the
deposit, and is strongly influenced by post mineral faulting. Higher grade cobalt mineralization is preferentially
developed on the upper limb of the anticline. The deposit is open along strike to the northwest, and the upper limb
is open down dip to the northeast.

Frontier is located near the town of Sakania in the DRC, within 2 km of the Zambian border, and the paved highway
that parallels it, roughly equidistant between the city of Ndola (35 kilometres) to the southeast and the Mopani
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Copper Mines smelter at Mufulira (30 kilometres) to the northwest. It is also approximately 45 kilometres from
Bwana. The main railway from the Copperbelt in Zambia to Lubumbashi in the DRC passes within 5 kilometres of
the property.

As at December 31, 2004, the Company had spent $3.7 million on this project which is recorded under mineral
property in property, plant and equipment. In 2003 the Company had recorded $1.1 million as a deferred exploration
cost but this amount was transferred to property, plant and equipment in 2004.

Guelb Moghrein Copper-Gold Deposit, Mauritania (80%)
During the second quarter, First Quantum announced the purchase of an 80% interest in the Guelb Moghrein copper-
gold project in Mauritania (Guelb). As at November 1, 2004, all agreements applying to the acquisition had been
finalized.

Guelb is located 250 kilometres northeast of the nation’s capital, Nouakchott, near the town of Akjoujt, and is
accessible by paved highway. It consists of an open pit mineable, copper/gold deposit containing a measured and
indicated resource of 23.7 million tonnes grading 1.88% total copper and 1.41 gram per tonne gold, as estimated by
Kilborn-SNC Lavalin Europe Limited, for a previous owner.

This resource was estimated in accordance with the Australasian Code for Reporting of Identified Mineral Resources
and Ore Reserves, July 1998, and hence is believed to have been done to the industry standards prevailing at that
time. The resource, which the Company considers relevant, has not been verified by a Qualified Person as required
by National Instrument 43-101. The Company is not treating the resource as a National Instrument 43-101 defined
resource and therefore it should not be relied upon. In due course a new resource will be established that complies
with the guidelines of National Instrument 43-101.

The Company expects to develop Guelb in 2005 with production start-up expected in the fourth quarter of 2005.
Production will be initially targeted at approximately 30,000 tonnes of copper and 50,000 ounces of gold per year in
the form of a copper-gold concentrate which will be trucked to the port of Nouakchott and exported to international
smelters.

As at December 31, 2004, the Company had recorded as mineral property on property, plant and equipment for
Guelb costs totaling $10.3 million. Of the capitalized amount $7.4 million relates to the discounted value of 2 future
acquisition payments which are due to be paid in 2005 and 2006 respectively.

Kashime Copper Prospect, Zambia (100%)
In December 2004, the Company announced the results of a reverse circulation drill program completed at the
Kashime prospect (Kashime). Kashime is located approximately 40 kilometres north of the town of Mkushi, which
has paved highway access to the Copperbelt, as well as limited services. Kashime is approximately 140 kilometres
by paved and dirt road from Bwana.

Mineralization at Kashime occurs as disseminated to semi massive bornite and chalcopyrite, oxidized in part, and
is hosted by an altered, schistose, carbonaceous sandstone unit overlain by a barren hanging wall dolomitic marble.
The mineralized unit dips southwards at 10 – 20 degrees, and depth of oxidation is controlled by proximity to
faulting. The drill program tested the most anomalous 1000 metre long section of a 2000 metre long, +300 parts per
million copper soil anomaly. Highlights from the 13 hole drill program included 56 metres grading 2.08% copper; 55
metres grading 1.20% copper and 101 metres grading 0.92% copper. Follow up drilling to further test the prospect
is planned for 2005.

As at December 31, 2004, no costs associated with this exploration property had been deferred.

Exploration
During the year ended December 2004, the Company expensed $3.1 million (2003: $0.6m; 2002: $0.2m) on other
exploration targets that were predominantly located within the DRC and Zambia. Included within the Company’s
exploration portfolio is 11,000 square kilometres in the DRC, 8,000 square kilometers in Zambia and 10,000 square
kilometers in Mauritania. 

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review
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Investments

Carlisa
The Company holds an 18.8% interest in Carlisa Investment Corporation (Carlisa), which holds a 90% interest in
Mopani Copper Mines Plc (Mopani). Mopani is a privately held company registered in Zambia. The carrying value
of this investment as at December 31, 2004 is $9.5 million (2003: $9.5m; 2002: $9.5m). 

As the majority owner of Mopani is a private company, only limited public information is available for dissemination.
Notwithstanding, in a recent Reuters article, it was noted that “copper production for 2004 was expected to increase
23% percent to 165,000 tonnes, 5,000 tonnes higher than the initial budget, from 134,000 tonnes last year.” In
addition, the article noted that Mopani had “produced 120,877 tonnes of copper between January and
September…” Later in the same article, Tim Henderson the CEO of Mopani noted that “the Mufulira smelter, which
currently has a handling capacity of 420,000 tonnes of copper concentrate per year, would eventually be expanded
to handle 850,000 tonnes of copper concentrate.”

Anvil
On February 28, 2005 the Company disposed of all of its 4,029,617 common shares in Anvil at a net price of CA$6.75
per share. In the first quarter of 2005, the Company will recognize a gain of approximately $16 million on the Anvil
Sale. The 36,996,171 ordinary shares that were previously listed on the ASX will be converted into 3,699,617
common shares of Anvil and re-registered on the TSX. The Company however continues to hold its 296,631
warrants in Anvil at an exercise price of CA$1.13.

Financial Instruments
As at December 31, 2004, the Company had entered into a number of derivative instruments to minimize the risk
exposure to copper and gold prices, foreign currency, and interest rate movements and, from time to time, to
address the requirements of its lending institutions. These instruments consist of forward and option contracts,
interest rate protection contracts, and foreign currency protection contracts.

For copper and gold forward and put option contracts, fair values were calculated using spot and forward prices and
volatilities. For interest rate protection contracts, fair values were determined using market interest rates. For foreign
currency protection contracts, fair values were determined using the exchange rate at quarter-end.

The put options offer downside protection while allowing the Company to participate in any copper and gold price
appreciation. Forward contracts are based on a fixed gold price and cap the price that will be received for sales in
the future. 

Copper Financial Instruments
The Company has entered into copper put option contracts on 210,240 tonnes of its expected copper production at
Kansanshi beginning in 2005 and ending in 2007 at a price of $1,800 ($0.82 lb). Upon entering into these contracts,
the Company assumed a premium obligation of $21 million, which becomes due and payable between January 2005
and December 2007. The net present value of this premium of $19 million has been recorded as a deferred premium
obligation on the balance sheet, with the current portion of this liability included within other liabilities. 

As at December 31, 2004, the increase in copper prices has meant that the fair value of these put option contracts
has decreased by $17 million to $2 million. This decrease in fair value has been capitalised as commercial production
at Kansanshi has not yet commenced.  

Gold Financial Instruments
The Company has entered into put option contracts on 139,296 ounces at a forward price of $350 per ounce for part
of its gold production at Kansanshi beginning in year 2005 and ending in year 2009. To cover the cost of these put
option contracts that the Company has also entered into contingent gold forward contracts on 139,926 ounces of
gold with a strike price of $400 for part of its gold production at Kansanshi beginning in year 2005 and ending in year
2009. As no premium is payable on this combined position, no obligation has been recognized.

As at December 31, 2004, the increase in gold prices has meant that the combined fair value of the put options has
increased to $0.7million and the fair value of the forward contracts has decreased by $11 million. The combined
decrease in fair value has been capitalised as commercial production at Kansanshi has not yet commenced. 
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Other Financial Instruments
The Company has entered into cross-currency principal and interest rate swaps to hedge the Euro interest and
principal payments on the Bwana and Kansanshi EIB facility. At December 31, 2004, the fair value of these
instruments was $7 million and has been accounted for in the balance sheet as fair value of derivative instruments.

6. Fourth Quarter Comparative Discussion
Fourth quarter revenues were $30.7 million which included copper revenues of $29.2 million and acid revenues of
$1.5 million. Copper revenues increased 67% due to improvements in both the realized copper price and a 14%
increase in copper production at Bwana. 

Cost of sales were $14.5 million (2003: $13.0m; 2002: $10.6m). The increase in cost of sales was predominately
driven by the increase in the tonnes of copper sold.

Other expenses for the fourth quarter were $5.8 million (2003: $4.7m; 2002: $2.6m). Other expenses were
predominantly comprised of depreciation of $3.0 million (2003: $2.9m; 2002: $1.5m) and general and administration
expenses of $2.2 million (2003: $1.0m; 2002: $0.8m). 

Included in the general and administration expense for the fourth quarter was $0.5 million of stock option expense,
which is now required to be charged to the income statement. 

Bwana/Lonshi

Mining:
During the fourth quarter 2004, approximately 261,000 tonnes of ore and approximately 2,926,000 tonnes of waste
were mined from Lonshi. The larger mining fleet at Lonshi during 2004 has meant that more material has been
mined than in previous fourth quarters. 

Processing:
During the fourth quarter 2004, copper production increased to 10,942 tonnes. The 14% increase over 2003 was due
to a steady state of production being reached as Bwana realized the benefits of the new ore delivery system and
other processing initiatives including increased electrical current through the tankhouse and two new CCDs. 

Cash costs (C1) were $0.48 per pound and total costs (C3) were $0.59 per pound of copper. The increase in cash costs
from 2003 can be principally attributed to a lower acid credit as more acid is being consumed in the copper process
offset by a number of one-off costs having inflated the Q4 2003 C1 cost.

Acid production increased to 35,671 tonnes of which 9,664 tonnes of surplus acid production was sold. The decrease
in the surplus acid production was due to the increase in internal consumption as a result of the increased copper
production and higher gangue acid consumption in Q4 2004. 

Cash Flow
During the fourth quarter 2004, the cash flow from operating activities was $2.9 million (2003: $8.2m; 2002: $0.5m)
or $0.05 per share (2003: $0.15; 2002: $0.01). The decrease in cash flow from operations is due to the $14.5 million
increase in inventory at Kansanshi.

The cash flow from operating activities before non-cash working capital movements was $9.8 million (2003: $8.4m;
2002: $0.4m). The increase in cash flow before non-cash working capital movements was due to the improved net
earnings for the quarter.

The cash inflow from financing activities was $49.0 million (2003: $17.1m; 2002: $13.3m). During the fourth quarter
2004, the Company continued to make drawdowns associated with development of the Kansanshi project which
were not made in the previous quarters. 

The cash outflow from investing activities was $52.5 million (2003: $18.9; 2002: $9.7m) and was principally due to
the construction associated with the Kansanshi project.
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Fourth Quarter Statistics
2004 2003 2002

3 months 3 months 4 months

Revenues: ($ millions)
Copper $29.2 $17.5 $8.0
Acid 1.5 2.4 3.8
Total Revenues $30.7 $19.9 $11.8

Sales Statistics: (tonnes)
Copper 11,060 9,558 5,595
Acid 9,664 15,689 27,669

Net Earnings ($ millions) $9.3 $1.4 $(1.0)

Realized Copper Price $1.20 $0.84 $0.65
Cash Costs (C1) $0.48 $0.47 $0.35
Cash Costs (C3) $0.59 $0.66 $0.56

Bwana/Lonshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 2,926 885 973
Ore Mined (000’s) 261 439 562
Copper Production 10,942 9,558 5,595
Acid Production 35,671 33,035 43,283

Kansanshi Production Statistics (tonnes)
Waste Mined (000’s) 2,857 – –
Ore Mined (000’s) 1,346 – –
Ore Grade Mined 2.4% – –

7. Outlook
The Bwana Mkubwa SX/EW processing facility is expected to produce between 40,000 to 45,000 tonnes of copper
cathode in 2005. C1 (cash) costs are expected to range between $0.50 and $0.55 per pound of finished copper as high
gangue acid consuming ores are treated in 2005. During the first two months of 2005 (February being a short
month), Bwana Mkubwa produced approximately 7,712 tonnes of copper cathode. All production from Bwana
Mkubwa is unhedged.

At Kansanshi in Zambia, commissioning of the new mine is well underway. The sulphide circuit is operating at
design throughputs with average copper recoveries of approximately 88%. The first concentrate shipment left the
mine on February 8, 2005. Commissioning of the oxide circuit is underway with build-up of in circuit inventory.
First copper cathode is expected to be produced in March 2005. Commercial production is expected to begin in
April of 2005.

The original GRD Minproc Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for Kansanshi envisioned the treatment of 4 million
tonnes of oxide ore and 2 million tonnes of sulphide ore to produce an average of 100,000 tonnes of finished copper
production per year. Capital additions carried out to the sulphide milling circuit during initial construction at
Kansanshi will double design capacity throughput of sulphide ore to 4 million tonnes per year. This will result in
copper concentrate production substantially outperforming the DFS forecasts in 2005 when an aggregate production
of 91,000 tonnes is planned at C1 (cash) costs of $0.45 per pound of copper.

In addition, a $29 million capital program committed in 2005 will expand the sulphide circuit again to eight million
tonnes of treatment capacity which will result in an average of 145,000 tonnes of finished copper production per year
during the period of 2006-2009.

Finally, an additional expansion of the sulphide circuit is under consideration to increase the sulphide treatment
capacity to 12 million tonnes of sulphide ore to maintain annual finished copper production of 145,000 tonnes as
oxide ore is depleted and sulphide ore grades begin to fall.
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With the growing concentrate production from the Kansanshi mine and the potential future concentrate production
from the Company’s Frontier deposit, there will be a need for additional smelter capacity in the Copperbelt over the
next several years. This additional smelter capacity may result from the further expansion of the Mopani Mufulira
smelter or from the refurbishment of the Vedanta Nkana smelter. In an effort to reduce its reliance upon Copperbelt
smelter capacity, First Quantum has investigated alternative processing routes for a portion of its future copper
concentrates. To this end, the Company has purchased a complete “second-hand” pressure oxidation facility from
Placer Dome’s Turquoise Ridge operations in Nevada, USA. The pressure oxidation facility is currently being
dismantled and over the next several months will be transported to the Kansanshi mine site in Zambia. Once on site,
the pressure oxidation facility and ancillary equipment will be reconstructed and commissioned for use. Additional
information will be published as the project progresses.

At the Frontier project in the DRC, in-fill drilling to expand the resource and move the resource into the reserve
category was completed in 2004. Updated resource/reserve statements, as well as a Project Engineering Report, are
expected to be published in the second quarter of 2005.

At Guelb Moghrein, in Mauritania, MDM Processing, an Australian engineering company, has completed a Project
Engineering Report (PER). The results of the PER will be published in the second quarter of 2005. The contracts for
the plant engineering and construction have been awarded. Construction activities are underway. Guelb Moghrein
is expected to be financed through a combination of cash on hand, project debt and end user/supplier finance. An
exploration drill program of approximately 5,000 metres is underway on selected high priorities targets within the
10,000 square kilometer Guelb Moghrein exploration tenement.

At the newly discovered Kashime prospect exploration drilling recommenced in February, 2005.

A substantial exploration program continues in the Zambia and the DRC Pedicle region where First Quantum
controls approximately 30,000 square kilometers of prospective geology. A program of more than 10,000 metres of
reverse circulation and diamond core drilling is planned for 2005. The drill program will focus on a number of
attractive targets with similar geochemical and geophysics signatures to those demonstrated by Lonshi, Frontier and
Kashime. Some of these new targets have had limited preliminary drilling in 2004 leading to the more extensive drill
programs in 2005.

In March, the Board of Directors established a dividend policy under which First Quantum will pay an inaugural
dividend of Canadian six cents per share in respect of the year ended December 31, 2004. The dividend will be paid
on April 25, 2005 to shareholders of record on April 11, 2005. 

The Board of Directors plans to implement a progressive dividend policy with future payments established in line
with annual results and net cash generation. The Board of Directors expects First Quantum to pay two dividends a
year. It is intended that in any year an interim dividend will declared upon announcement of the first six month
results and a final dividend will be declared upon announcement of the full year results. It is proposed that the
interim dividend will be set at approximately one-third of the total dividends paid in the previous financial year.

8. Critical Accounting Policies and Definitions
In preparing financial statements management has to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses. Specifically, estimates and assumptions are made in regards
to reserve and resource estimation; future copper, cobalt, sulphuric acid and gold prices; foreign currency exchange
rates; stock prices; estimated costs of future production; changes in government legislation and regulations;
estimated future income tax amounts; and the availability of financing and various operational factors.

Based on historical experience, current conditions and expert advice, management makes assumptions that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. These estimates and assumptions form the basis for judgments
about the carrying value of assets and liabilities and reported amounts for revenues and expenses. Different
assumptions would result in different estimates and actual results may differ from results based on these estimates.
These estimates and assumptions are also affected by management’s application of accounting policies. Critical
accounting estimates are those that affect the consolidated financial statements materially and involve a significant
level of judgment by management. 

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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The following section outlines those critical accounting policies that involve significant management judgement or
have changed since the filing of the Company’s 2003 Audited Financial Statements. Specifically the accounting
policies for Stock-Based Compensation, Asset Retirement Obligations and Hedging Relationships have changed
from 2003 due to new recommendations from the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA).

Stock-Based Compensation
In 2003, the Company recorded no compensation expense for the issuance of stock options and did not follow the
fair value method of accounting for stock options. As permitted by the CICA the Company disclosed the pro-forma
impact of the compensation expense that would have resulted had the fair value method been used.

Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted the new recommendations of the CICA whereby the Company is
now required to expense the fair value of the options granted over the vesting period. The fair value of the options
is determined using an option pricing model that requires the input of subjective assumptions such as expected
volatility and expected option life. Changes in the assumptions can materially affect the fair value estimate, and
therefore, the existing models do not necessarily provide a reliable measure of the fair value of the Company’s
stock options. 

For the year ended December 31, 2004 the Company expensed $1.2 million to the income statement for the fair value
of stock options issued. The adoption of this standard required retroactive adjustment to retained earnings without
restatement. On January 1, 2004 the Company decreased retained earnings by $467,000 and increased contributed
surplus and common shares by $391,000 and $76,000 respectively.

Asset Retirement Obligations
In 2003, the Company’s accounting policy was to provide for the costs of reclamation and closure costs over the
estimated life of the ore body on a units-of-production basis. Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted the
recommendations of CICA, whereby the Company is required to record the fair value of a liability for an asset
retirement obligation in the period in which it is incurred. The associated asset retirement costs are capitalized as
part of the carrying amount of the long-lived asset and amortized over the expected useful life of the asset.

Upon adoption of these new recommendations, the Company increased its property, plant and equipment, and
environmental provisions by $1,468,000 and $2,898,000 respectively. It also decreased its future income tax liability,
retained earnings and inventory balances by $408,000, $1,280,000 and $258,000 respectively. As required by the new
recommendations, this change has been made retroactively with restatement of prior periods. The restatement of
previous periods has meant that certain comparative figures for the year ended December 31, 2003 presented in this
Management Discussion and Analysis have been restated from what was previously published. Specifically, retained
earnings and future income tax liability decreased by $1,427,000 and $528,000 respectively.

The amounts recorded for the asset retirement obligation are estimates based on engineering studies of the work
that is required by current environmental laws. Actual results could differ from these estimates as these estimates
involve estimates of future costs and the scope of future work that has to be undertaken.

Hedging Relationships
On January 1, 2004, the Company reviewed its existing hedge accounting treatment of certain derivative financial
instruments in accordance with new criteria for hedge accounting as required by the CICA. Under the new
guidelines, the Company is required to document its hedging transactions and explicitly demonstrate that the
hedges are sufficiently effective in order to continue accrual accounting for positions hedged with derivatives.
Derivative financial instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting are required to be marked-to-market with
changes in the fair value of the derivative instruments recognized as unrealized gains or losses in the statement of
earnings.

During its review, the Company identified certain cross-currency swaps and interest rate swaps, which had
previously been designated as hedges of fluctuation in currency rate movements. Although some of its other
derivative financial instruments would qualify for hedge accounting, most would not qualify under the new stringent
guidelines, even though, in management’s opinion, these contracts continue to be effective in mitigating the
Company’s exposure to interest rate and foreign currency fluctuations.
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Upon adoption of this guideline, the Company deferred previously unrecognized exchange rate losses of $1,252,000
and non-hedge derivative losses of $127,000 and increased the Bwana EIB loan by $1,379,000 to adjust the carrying
value of this loan to the spot rate effective as at December 31, 2003. 

For the purposes of estimating the fair values the Company relies upon the work of external third parties to provide
the fair values of the Company’s positions.

Mineral properties and deferred exploration costs
The Company expenses exploration and associated costs relating to non-specific projects/properties in the period
they are incurred. For specific properties or projects any acquisition, exploration, or development costs are deferred
until the project to which they relate is sold, abandoned, impaired or placed into production. Property acquisition
and mine development costs, including costs incurred during production to expand ore reserves within existing
mine operations, are deferred and depleted on a units-of-production basis over proven and probable reserves.

Management’s estimates of mineral prices, recoverable proven and probable reserves, and operating, capital and
reclamation costs are subject to certain risks and uncertainties which may affect the recoverability of mineral
property costs. Although management has made its best estimate of these factors, it is possible that changes could
occur in the near term that could adversely affect management’s estimate of the net cash flow to be generated
from its projects.

The Company performs impairment tests on property, plant and equipment and mineral properties when events or
circumstances occur which indicate the assets may not be recoverable. Where information is available and
conditions suggest impairment, estimated future net cash flows for each project are calculated using estimated
future prices, proven and probable reserves, and operating, capital and reclamation costs on an undiscounted basis
where estimated future cash flows are less than the carrying value, the project is considered impaired. Reductions
in the carrying value of each project would be recorded to the extent the net book value of the investment exceeds
the discounted estimated future cash flows. Where estimates of future net cash flows are not available and where
other conditions suggest impairment, management assesses whether the carrying value can be recovered

Pre-production costs
Determination of the start of commercial production is an important consideration as during the development phase
costs will continue to be capitalized / deferred while during the production phase these costs would be treated as
operating expenses. As noted in the Company’s financial statements the Company defers all production costs and
revenues until such a time that the project achieves commercial production.

The exercise of assessing when commercial production levels are achieved is not straight-forward and requires
consideration of many factors including, but not limited to, when; a nominated percentage of design capacity for the
mine and mill has been achieved; mineral recoveries reaching or exceeding expected levels and the achievement
of continuous production. The Company when evaluating whether or not commercial production has been achieved
or not will generally consider that commercial production has been achieved when between 65% and 70% of design
capacity has been achieved continuously for a period of at least a week and recoveries are approaching expected
levels. Notwithstanding, each project is also viewed in isolation and specific circumstances may exist that alter the
above general framework on any individual project 

Deferred stripping
The Company uses the industry accounting practice of deferred stripping, under which mining costs associated
with waste rock removal in excess of the life-of-mine average are deferred and charged to earnings on the basis of
the average stripping ratio for the life of the mine. When the cumulative stripping ratio is less than the life-of-mine
average, a provision for future stripping is made. 

The amount charged to cost of sales is therefore subject to management’s ability to estimate the stripping ratio over
the life of the mine. Any changes in this estimate are applied prospectively and could have a material effect on the
financial statements.

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review
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Revenue recognition
The Company produces copper cathode, copper in concentrate, and acid. Revenues from copper products are
recognized at contracted or market prices less realization charges when the risks and rewards of ownership pass to
the customer. Copper products are sold under pricing arrangements where final prices may be determined by
quoted market prices in periods subsequent to the date of sale. The products are provisionally priced using forward
prices for the expected date of final settlement. Subsequent variations in the prices are recognized as revenue
adjustments until the price is finalized. Acid revenue is recorded when title has passed to the customer and
collectibility is reasonably assured.

Income taxes
The Company uses the asset and liability method of accounting for future income taxes. Under this method, future
income tax assets and liabilities are recognized for temporary differences between the tax and accounting bases of
assets and liabilities as well as for the benefit of losses available to be carried forward to future years. The amount
of future tax assets recognized is limited to the amount that is more likely than not to be realized.

The determination of the Company’s tax expense for the year and its future tax liabilities and assets involves
significant management estimation and judgement involving a number of assumptions. In determining these
amounts management interprets tax legislation in a variety of jurisdictions and makes estimates of the expected
timing of the reversal of future tax assets and liabilities. Management also makes estimates of the future earnings
which affect the extent to which potential future tax benefits may be used. The Company is subject to assessment
by various taxation authorities which may interpret tax legislation in a manner different from the Company. These
differences may affect the final amount or the timing of the payment of taxes. When such differences arise the
Company makes provision for such items based on management’s best estimate of the final outcome of these
matters.

Future Changes in Accounting Policies
Effective January 1, 2005, the Company is required to adopt CICA Accounting Guideline 15, Consolidation of Variable
Interest Entities (AcG-15). This standard harmonizes Canadian guidance with the equivalent US standard, FASB
Interpretation No. 46R (FIN 46R), Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities. AcG-15 establishes accounting guidance
for consolidation of variable interest entities by the primary beneficiary and applies to any business enterprise,
public or private, that has a controlling interest, contractual relationship or other business relationship with a
variable interest entity. There is no financial impact upon adoption of this new guideline. 

Definitions
In this Management Discussion and Analysis the Company makes reference to C1 costs or cash costs. These C1
costs or cash costs are calculated as the direct costs of processing and include any by-product credits such as acid
or gold. These C1 costs exclude depreciation, financing, and head office recharges.

Forward Looking Statements
Certain information contained in the Management’s Discussion and Analysis constitutes “forward - looking
statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking
statements, including but not limited to those with respect to the prices of gold, copper, cobalt and sulphuric acid,
estimated future production, estimated costs of future production, the Company’s hedging policy and permitting
time lines, involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause the actual results,
performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, the
actual prices of copper, gold, cobalt and sulphuric acid, the factual results of current exploration, development and
mining activities, changes in project parameters as plans continue to be evaluated, as well as those factors disclosed
in the Company’s documents filed from time to time with the Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec
Securities Commission and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and the Alternative Investment
Market operated by the London Stock Exchange.
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9. Selected Annual Information and Summary of Quarterly Results

Selected Annual Information
2004 20031 20021 20011 20001

(13 months)

Statement of Operations ($ millions)

Total Revenues $113.5 $60.4 $51.1 $138.1 $91.2

Net Earnings (Loss) 28.0 4.6 (3.4) (21.3) 7.2

Net Earnings per Share

Basic $0.47 $0.09 $(0.09) $(0.58) $0.30

Diluted $0.46 $0.09 $(0.09) $(0.58) $0.27

Balance Sheet ($ millions)

Total Assets $473.1 $162.1 $99.6 $156.6 $129.5

Total Liabilities 313.0 78.3 45.3 109.3 96.9

Shareholders’ Equity 
($ millions) $157.8 $81.6 $52.1 $45.0 $32.0

Cash Flow from:
Operating activities ($ millions) $30.7 $16.9 $(4.1) $6.5 $9.4

Operating per share $0.51 $0.33 $(0.09) $0.18 $0.37

1  amounts have been restated to conform to new Canadian GAAP requirements

The comparison between financial years is complicated by the change in fiscal year end that occurred in 2003. This
change means that the 2002 year is a 13 month period.

Comparison between years is further complicated by the results of Carlisa being proportionately consolidated from
April 1, 2000 to March 1, 2002. After diluting its investment in Carlisa, the Company now cost accounts for its
investment. To fully understand the impact of Carlisa, reference should be made to the 2002 audited annual financial
statements.

Management Discussion & Analysis and Financial Review 
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Summary of Quarterly Results

The following table sets out the financial performance, financial position and operation statistics for the Company
for the last eight quarters. It should be noted that Q4 2002 is for 4 months due to the change in fiscal year end that
occurred in 2002.

Summary of Quarterly Results (unaudited)
2004 2004 2004 2004 2003 2003 2003 2003

Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1

Statement of Operations and Deficit
Total Revenues ($ millions) $30.7 $31.2 $26.3 $25.3 $19.9 $17.7 $12.7 $10.3
Cost of Sales ($ millions) 14.5 14.1 13.1 12.1 13.0 11.5 8.8 8.1
Net Earnings (Loss) 

($ millions) 9.3 7.9 4.1 6.7 1.4 3.3 (0.2) –
Basic Earnings per share $0.16 $0.13 $0.07 $0.11 $0.02 $0.06 $(0.00) $(0.00)
Diluted Earnings per share $0.15 $0.13 $0.07 $0.11 $0.02 $0.06 $(0.00) $(0.00)

Realized copper price $1.20 $1.16 $1.11 $1.03 $0.84 $0.75 $0.71 $0.70
Cash Costs (C1) $0.48 $0.45 $0.48 $0.39 $0.47 $0.42 $0.44 $0.44
Cash Costs (C3) $0.59 $0.68 $0.67 $0.53 $0.66 $0.47 $0.69 $0.71

Financial Position ($ millions)
Working Capital $33.9 $51.8 $28.0 $40.2 $13.5 $9.6 $1.1 $0.8
Total Assets $473.1 $385.0 $276.4 $241.8 $162.1 $132.3 $111.0 $97.0

Bwana/Lonshi Production Statistics

Mining:
Waste Mined (000’s) 2,926 4,213 2,854 1,036 885 1,833 1,343 427
Ore Mined (000’s) 261 257 85 66 439 260 12 –
Ore Grade % 6.4 4.7 5.2 5.4 5.5 4.8 4.3 –

Processing:
Ore Processed (000’s) 256 278 237 209 197 233 181 111
Contained Copper (tonnes) 12,824 12,908 10,813 10,904 10,790 11,188 7,794 5,053
Recovery % 85% 88% 89% 89% 89% 79% 86% 86%
Copper Produced (tonnes) 10,942 11,330 9,585 9,689 9,558 8,862 6,734 4,359
Acid Produced (tonnes) 35,671 35,920 34,265 34,344 33,035 36,245 29,286 34,385
Surplus Acid (tonnes) 9,664 16,884 19,149 20,763 15,689 20,275 15,832 23,432

Kansanshi Production Statistics

Mining:
Waste Mine (000’s) 2,857 1,175 – – – – – –
Ore Mined (000’s) 1,346 – – – – – – –
Ore Grade % 2.4 – – – – – – –
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Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
The consolidated financial statements of First Quantum Minerals Ltd. and the information contained in the annual
report have been prepared by and are the responsibility of the Company’s management. The consolidated financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in Canada and
reconciled to United States GAAP and, where appropriate, reflect management’s best estimates and judgements
based on currently available information.

Management has developed and is maintaining a system of internal controls to obtain reasonable assurance that
the Company’s assets are safeguarded, transactions are authorized and financial information is reliable.

The Company’s independent auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, who are appointed by the shareholders,
conduct an audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Their report outlines the
scope of their audit and gives their opinion on the consolidated financial statements.

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors meets periodically with management and the independent auditors
to review the scope and results of the annual audit, and to review the consolidated financial statements and related
financial reporting matters prior to approval of the consolidated financial statements.

Philip K.R. Pascall Martin R. Rowley
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Chief Financial Officer

March 15, 2005

Auditors’ Report

To the Shareholders of First Quantum Minerals Ltd.

We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of First Quantum Minerals Ltd. as at December 31, 2004 and
2003 and the consolidated statements of earnings and deficit and cash flows for the years then ended. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

In our opinion, these consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Company as at December 31, 2004 and 2003 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years
then ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

Chartered Accountants

Vancouver, B.C.
March 15, 2005
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Consolidated Financial Statements

Consolidated Balance Sheet
As at December 31, 2004 and 2003

(expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars, except where indicated)
2004 2003

$ $
(Restated)

Assets

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents (note 19) 50,356 25,592
Restricted cash (note 9) 1,931 –
Accounts receivable and prepaid expenses 21,927 4,441
Inventory (note 4) 31,674 17,576

105,888 47,609
Investments (note 5) 15,340 12,632
Exploration properties (note 6) 444 2,242
Property, plant and equipment (note 7) 319,222 96,603
Other assets and deferred charges (note 8) 32,167 3,049

473,061 162,135

Liabilities

Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 33,884 17,737
Current taxes payable (note 12) 3,248 –
Current portion of long-term debt (note 9) 22,865 12,993
Current portion of other liabilities (note 11) 12,012 3,333

72,009 34,063
Long-term debt (note 9) 191,661 32,374
Asset retirement obligations (note 10) 3,762 4,182
Other liabilities (note 11) 33,286 3,114
Future income tax liability (note 12) 12,313 4,589

313,031 78,322
Minority interests 2,190 2,190

315,221 80,512

Shareholders’ Equity
Equity accounts (note 13) 161,776 113,102
Deficit (3,936) (31,479)

157,840 81,623
473,061 162,135

Commitments and contingencies (note 21)
Subsequent event (note 22)

Approved by the Board of Directors

Director Director

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated Statements of Operations and Deficit 
(expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars, except where indicated)

2004 2003
$ $

(Restated)

Revenues
Copper 103,352 49,419
Acid 10,171 11,035

113,523 60,454

Costs and expenses
Cost of sales 53,770 41,299
Depletion and amortization 10,873 7,761
Exploration 3,063 620
Foreign exchange loss 260 969
General and administrative 6,171 2,852
Interest and financing fees on long-term debt 3,040 1,759
Other income (985) (419)

76,192 54,841
Earnings before income taxes and equity earnings 37,331 5,613
Income taxes (note 12) 11,006 1,397
Equity earnings (note 5) 1,685 366
Net earnings for the year 28,010 4,582
Deficit – Beginning of year (note 2) (31,479) (36,061)
Prior period restatement (stock-based compensation) (note 2) (467) –
Deficit – End of year (3,936) (31,479)

Earnings per common share
Basic 0.47 0.09
Diluted 0.46 0.09

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Consolidated Financial Statements
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows 
(expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars, except where indicated)

2004 2003
$ $

(Restated)

Cash flows from operating activities
Net earnings for the year 28,010 4,582

Items not affecting cash
Depletion and amortization 10,873 7,761
Accretion 416 702
Provision for deferred stripping – 2,718
Equity earnings (1,685) (366)
Unrealized foreign exchange (gain) loss (1,180) 1,253
Future income tax expense 7,724 1,386
Stock-based compensation expense 1,227 –
Other 878 16

46,263 18,052
Change in non-cash operating working capital

Increase in accounts receivable and prepaid expenses (9,455) (1,224)
Increase in inventory (14,514) (4,457)
Increase in accounts payable and accrued liabilities 8,397 4,514

30,691 16,885

Cash flows from financing activities
Movement in restricted cash (1,931) –
Proceeds from long-term debt 179,455 47,283
Repayments of principal on long-term debt (17,401) (29,490)
Proceeds from issue of common shares and warrants 46,983 24,164
Payment for deferred finance fees (7,635) (1,176)

199,471 40,781

Cash flows from investing activities
Net payments to acquire property, plant and equipment (193,245) (39,158)
Payments for investments (1,023) –
Prepaid power payments (6,988) –
Payments for deferred exploration and stripping costs (4,849) (1,248)
Proceeds on disposal of investments – 152

(206,105) (40,254)
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash 707 –
Increase in cash and cash equivalents 24,764 17,412
Cash and cash equivalents – Beginning of year 25,592 8,180
Cash and cash equivalents – End of year 50,356 25,592

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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(expressed in thousands of U.S. dollars, except where indicated)

1. Nature of Operations
First Quantum Minerals Ltd. (the Company or FQM) is engaged in the production of copper, gold and acid and
related activities including exploration, development and processing. These activities are conducted principally in
Zambia and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).

2. Changes in Accounting Policies

Asset retirement obligations
Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted the recommendations of the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants (CICA) set out in Section 3110, “Asset Retirement Obligations”. Under the new standard, the Company
records the fair value of a liability for an asset retirement obligation in the period in which it is incurred. The
associated asset retirement costs are capitalized as part of the carrying amount of the long-lived asset and amortized
over the expected useful life of the asset.

Upon adoption of these new recommendations, the Company increased its property, plant and equipment, and
environmental provisions by $1,468 and $2,898, respectively. It also decreased its future income tax liability, retained
earnings and inventory balances by $408, $1,280 and $258, respectively. As required by the new recommendations,
this change has been made retroactively with restatement of prior periods.

The restatement of previous periods has meant that certain comparative figures for the year ended December 31,
2003 presented in these financial statements have been restated from what was previously published. Specifically,
retained earnings and future income tax liability decreased by $1,427 and $528, respectively. The following table
reconciles the previously reported Deficit to the restated Deficit.

2004 2003
$ $

Deficit – Beginning of year
As previously reported 30,199 34,634
Asset retirement obligation restatement 1,280 1,427
As restated 31,479 36,061

Stock-based compensation
Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted the recommendations of the CICA, set out in Section 3870, “Stock-
Based Compensation and Other Stock-Based Payments”. Under the new standard on stock-based compensation, the
Company is required to expense the fair value of the options granted to the income statement over the vesting
period. The previous policy only required disclosure of the effect of using of the fair value method in the notes to
the financial statements.

The fair value of the options is determined using an option pricing model that takes into account, as of the grant
date, the exercise price, the expected life of the option, the current price of the underlying stock and its expected
volatility, expected dividends on the stock, and the risk-free interest rate over the expected life of the option. The
resulting fair value of the options is expensed over their vesting periods. Cash consideration received from
employees when they exercise the options is credited to capital stock.

Upon adoption of this standard, the Company elected to retroactively adjust retained earnings without prior period
restatement. On January 1, 2004, the Company decreased retained earnings by $467 and increased contributed
surplus and common shares by $391 and $76, respectively. If this standard had been in effect as at January 1, 2003,
the Company would have reported a stock-based compensation expense of $383 in 2003.

Hedging relationships
On January 1, 2004, the Company adopted CICA Accounting Guideline 13, “Hedging Relationships” (AcG 13) and
the Emerging Issues Committee Abstract 128, “Accounting for Trading, Speculative or Non-hedging Derivative
Financial Instruments” (EIC 128); as a result, the Company reviewed its existing hedge accounting treatment of
certain derivative financial instruments in accordance with AcG 13, which establishes new criteria for hedge
accounting.

Notes to Consolidated 
Financial Statements
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Under the new guidelines, the Company is required to document its hedging transactions and explicitly demonstrate
that the hedges are sufficiently effective in order to continue accrual accounting for positions hedged with
derivatives. Derivative financial instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting are required to be marked-to-
market with changes in the fair value of the derivative instruments recognized as unrealized gains or losses in the
statement of earnings.

During its review, the Company identified certain cross-currency swaps and interest rate swaps, which had
previously been designated as hedges of fluctuation in currency rate movements. Although some of its other
derivative financial instruments would qualify for hedge accounting, most would not qualify under the stringent
guidelines of AcG 13, even though, in management’s opinion, these contracts continue to be effective in mitigating
the Company’s exposure to interest rate and foreign currency fluctuations.

Having reviewed the current guidelines relating to hedge accounting, management is of the opinion that in order to
provide more transparency and consistency in the manner in which hedging transactions are reported, the Company
will mark-to-market all of its derivative financial instruments.

Upon adoption of this guideline, the Company deferred previously unrecognized exchange rate losses of $1,252 and
non-hedge derivative losses of $127 and increased the Bwana EIB loan by $1,379 to adjust the carrying value of this
loan to the spot rate effective as at December 31, 2003.

3. Significant Accounting Policies

Principles of consolidation
The Company consolidates all of its subsidiaries including its 100% interest in Bwana Mkubwa Mining Ltd. (Bwana)
in Zambia, its 100% interest in Compagnie Minera De Sakania SPRL (Comisa) in the DRC, its 80% interest in
Kansanshi Mining Plc (Kansanshi) in Zambia, its 100% interest in FQM Zambia and its 80% interest in Mauritanian
Copper Mines SARL (Guelb Moghrein).

Estimates, risks and uncertainties
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the financial
statements and accompanying notes. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

Realization of the Company’s assets and liabilities is subject to risks and uncertainties, including reserve and
resource estimation; future copper, cobalt, sulphuric acid and gold prices; estimated costs of future production;
changes in government legislation and regulations; estimated future income tax amounts; and the availability of
financing and various operational factors.

Foreign currency translation
The Company’s foreign currency transactions are translated into U.S. dollars at the rate of exchange in effect during
the period, and any corresponding gains and losses are included in the determination of operating results.

The Company’s foreign operations are considered to be integrated and, accordingly, have been translated using the
temporal method. Under this method, monetary items are translated at the rate of exchange in effect at the balance
sheet dates, and non-monetary items are translated at historical exchange rates. Revenue and expense items are
translated at the average rate of exchange in effect during the quarter in which they occur, except for depletion and
amortization of plant, property and equipment, which are translated at the same exchange rates as the assets to
which they relate. Gains or losses on translation of monetary items are included in the consolidated statements of
earnings and deficit.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash at banks and on hand and other short-term investments with initial
maturities of less than three months.

Inventory
Product inventories comprise ore in stockpiles, acid and copper work-in-progress and acid and copper finished product,
which are all valued at the lower of average cost and net realizable value. Cost includes material, labour and
amortization of plant and equipment directly involved in the mining and production processes. The Company uses the
by-product method of allocating the cost between high and low grade ore where distinct ore types can be determined.
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

Ore in stockpiles that are in excess of the ore required for the forthcoming year’s processing are classified as non-
current. Consumable stores are valued at the lower of purchase cost and replacement cost and recorded as a current
asset.

Investments
The Company’s investment in Carlisa Investment Corp. (Carlisa) is accounted for under the cost method.

The Company’s investment in Anvil Mining NL (Anvil) is accounted for using the equity method. Under this method,
the investment is initially recorded at cost and the carrying value adjusted to reflect the Company’s pro rata share
of earnings or losses. The excess of the cost over the related underlying equity in the net assets of Anvil at the
time of transition from the cost method to the equity method is considered to relate to Anvil’s mineral properties and
will be amortized over their life. Investments also reflect any amount written off for an impairment in value that is
considered to be other than temporary.

Mineral properties and deferred exploration costs
Exploration and associated costs relating to non-specific projects/properties are expensed in the period incurred.
Significant property acquisition, exploration and development costs relating to specific properties are deferred until
the project to which they relate is sold, abandoned, impaired or placed into production.

Property acquisition and mine development costs, including costs incurred during production to expand ore
reserves within existing mine operations, are deferred and depleted on a units-of-production basis over proven
and probable reserves.

Management’s estimates of mineral prices, recoverable proven and probable reserves, and operating, capital and
reclamation costs are subject to certain risks and uncertainties which may affect the recoverability of mineral
property costs. Although management has made its best estimate of these factors, it is possible that changes could
occur in the near term that could adversely affect management’s estimate of the net cash flow to be generated
from its projects.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are recorded at cost less accumulated depletion and amortization. Costs recorded for
plants under construction include all expenditures incurred in connection with the development and construction of
the plants. Interest and financing costs that relate to the project and are incurred during the construction period are
capitalized. No amortization is recorded until the plants are operational. Where relevant, the Company has estimated
residual values on certain plant and equipment.

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated over the estimated lives of the assets on a unit-of-production or
straight-line basis as appropriate.

Pre-production costs
Production costs related to major projects are deferred until the project achieves commercial production. Revenues
related to this pre-production period are recorded as a reduction of the deferred expenditures. These deferred costs
are amortized over the expected period of benefit of these costs on a units-of-production basis. 

Asset impairment
The Company performs impairment tests on property, plant and equipment and mineral properties when events or
circumstances occur which indicate the assets may not be recoverable. Where information is available and
conditions suggest impairment, estimated future net cash flows for each project are calculated using estimated
future prices, proven and probable reserves and resources, and operating, capital and reclamation costs on an
undiscounted basis and when estimated future cash flows are less than the carrying value, the project is considered
impaired. Reductions in the carrying value of each project would be recorded to the extent the net book value of the
investment exceeds the discounted estimated future cash flows. Where estimates of future net cash flows are not
available and where other conditions suggest impairment, management assesses whether the carrying value can
be recovered.

Deferred financing fees
Costs incurred to obtain long-term debt are deferred and amortized over the terms of the underlying debt.
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Deferred stripping 
The Company uses the industry practice of deferred stripping. Under this accounting method, mining costs
associated with waste rock removal in excess of the life-of-mine average are deferred and charged to earnings on
the basis of the average stripping ratio for the life of the mine. When the cumulative stripping ratio is less than the
life-of-mine average, a provision for future stripping is made.

The amount charged to cost of sales is therefore subject to management’s ability to estimate the stripping ratio over
the life of the mine. Any changes in this estimate are applied prospectively and could have a material effect on the
financial statements.

Revenue recognition
The Company produces copper cathode, copper in concentrate, and acid. Revenues from copper products are
recognized at contracted or market prices less realization charges when the risks and rewards of ownership pass to
the customer. Copper products are sold under pricing arrangements where final prices may be determined by
quoted market prices in periods subsequent to the date of sale. The products are provisionally priced using forward
prices for the expected date of final settlement. Subsequent variations in the prices are recognized as revenue
adjustments until the price is finalized. Acid revenue is recorded when title has passed to the customer and
collectibility is reasonably assured. 

Income taxes
The Company uses the asset and liability method of accounting for future income taxes. Under this method, future
income tax assets and liabilities are recognized for temporary differences between the tax and accounting bases of
assets and liabilities as well as for the benefit of losses available to be carried forward to future years. The amount
of future tax assets recognized is limited to the amount that is more likely than not to be realized.

Earnings per share
Earnings per share are calculated using the weighted average number of shares outstanding during the period.
Diluted earnings (loss) per share are calculated using the treasury stock method whereby all “in the money” options,
warrants and equivalents are assumed to have been exercised at the beginning of the period and the proceeds
from the exercise are assumed to have been used to purchase common shares at the average market price during
the period.

Currency
All references to dollars ($) are to thousands of U.S. dollars unless otherwise noted. CA$ refers to Canadian dollars.

4. Inventory
2004 2003

$ $
(Restated)

Ore in stockpiles 11,584 10,476
Work-in-progress 1,283 767
Finished product 243 202
Total product inventory 13,110 11,445
Consumable stores 19,678 7,245
Total inventory 32,788 18,690
Less:  Non-current portion (1) (1,114) (1,114)

31,674 17,576

(1) The non-current portion represents ore in stockpiles that the Company does not currently anticipate processing in the next 12 months.

5. Investments
2004 2003

$ $

Carlisa Investment Corp. (a) 9,522 9,522
Anvil Mining NL (b) – Shares 5,818 2,943

– Convertible note – 167
15,340 12,632
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

a) The Company has an 18.8% interest in Carlisa which holds a 90% interest in Mopani Copper Mines Ltd.

b) The Company has a 15.7% (2003: 17.0%) interest in Anvil, which has an operating mine in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). On January 19, 2004, the Company converted the remaining portion of its convertible
note into ordinary shares of Anvil. During 2004, the Company acquired 330,000 common shares in Anvil, which
are separately listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. The remainder of its shareholding in Anvil (36,996,171
shares) are listed on the Australian Stock Exchange.

At December 31, 2004, the market value of Anvil was $20,103 (2003 – $10,450). During the year ended December
31, 2004, the Company recognized equity earnings for Anvil of $1,685 (2003 – $366). A portion of the Company’s
shares in Anvil are pledged as security for certain long-term debt (note 9).

The Company also holds 296,631 warrants of Anvil at an exercise price of CA$1.13. These warrants expire in
January 2006 and as at December 31, 2004 had a fair market value of $1,203 using the Black-Scholes pricing
model.

On February 28, 2005, the Company disposed of its shares in Anvil (note 22).

6. Exploration Properties
2004 2003

$ $

DRC
Frontier (previously Lufua) – 1,096
Lonshi – 702

Zambia 444 444
444 2,242

The costs associated with Frontier and Lonshi were transferred in 2004 to capital work-in-progress and mineral
property, respectively.

7. Property, Plant and Equipment
Accumulated

Cost amortization Net
$ $ $

2004

Bwana/Lonshi
Land and buildings 6,103 2,705 3,398
Mineral property 15,999 10,355 5,644
Plant and equipment 91,611 42,366 49,245

113,713 55,426 58,287

Kansanshi Copper Project
Land and buildings 1,131 37 1,094
Mineral property 15,907 268 15,639
Plant and equipment 37,584 1,682 35,902
Work-in-progress 193,302 – 193,302

247,924 1,987 245,937

Guelb Moghrein Project
Mineral property 10,272 – 10,272

Corporate Development and Other
Mineral property 6,524 6,524 –
Plant and equipment 8,253 3,527 4,726

14,777 10,051 4,726
Total 386,686 67,464 319,222
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2003

Bwana/Lonshi
Land and buildings 5,106 1,987 3,119
Mineral property 14,416 9,769 4,647
Plant and equipment 75,148 30,179 44,969

94,670 41,935 52,735

Kansanshi Copper Project
Land and buildings 481 22 459
Mineral property 15,657 – 15,657
Plant and equipment 425 41 384
Work-in-progress 26,279 – 26,279

42,842 63 42,779

Corporate Development and Other
Mineral property 6,720 6,720 –
Plant and equipment 4,391 3,302 1,089

11,111 10,022 1,089
Total 148,623 52,020 96,603

Included in work-in-progress for Kansanshi is $2,702 of capitalized interest related to the project finance facilities,
and $27,470 of capitalized mark-to-market losses on copper and gold hedges (note 18).

8. Other Assets and Deferred Charges
2004 2003

$ $

Prepaid power (note 11(a)) 11,853 –
Deferred finance fees – net of amortization 7,549 1,935
Deferred stripping asset 1,948 –
Non-current ore stockpiles (note 4) 1,114 1,114
Derivative instruments transition adjustment (note 2) 1,002 –
Fair value of derivative instruments (note 18) 9,988 –

33,454 3,049
Less:  Current portion of prepaid power (1,287) –

32,167 3,049

9. Long-term Debt
2004 2003

$ $

Drawn debt facilities
SCB facility (a) 27,692 25,074
Bwana EIB facility (b) 12,731 13,265
Banque Belgolaise facility (c) 9,000 6,000
Standard Bank Group and WestLB (d) 97,000 –
Kansanshi EIB facility (e) 46,376 –
Banque Belgolaise and Export Development Bank of Canada (f) 21,477 –
Other 250 1,028
Total long-term debt 214,526 45,367
Less: Current portion (22,865) (12,993)

191,661 32,374
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

2004
$

Available for drawdown
Standard Bank Group and WestLB (d) 23,000
Banque Belgolaise and Export Development Bank of Canada (f) 8,523
Glencore International AG (g) 25,000

56,523

The scheduled future minimum repayments are as follows:
$

2005 22,865
2006 45,399
2007 39,230
2008 28,708
2009 23,561
Thereafter 54,763

214,526

a) Standard Chartered Bank (SCB)
In 2003, Bwana entered into a long-term debt facility with SCB of $30,000 to re-finance an existing facility, and
provide additional funding for capital projects and general working capital purposes. This facility is repayable in 13
equal quarterly instalments commencing in October 2004 and bears interest at a rate of LIBOR plus 2.5%. A sinking
fund has been established to meet the quarterly instalments and is recorded as restricted cash.

The Company has pledged as security the assets and undertakings of Bwana and 25 million shares of the Company’s
shareholding in Anvil.

b) Bwana European Investment Bank (EIB) facility
In 2002, Bwana entered into a long-term debt facility with EIB for 14,000 Euros for additional project financing on the
expansion of Bwana. This facility is repayable in six equal annual instalments commencing July 2003 and bears
interest at between 3% and 12.5%, based on the average realized cash copper price for the preceding financial year.
The interest rate is at its lower limit at a realized copper price of less than $1,400 per tonne and then increases
incrementally until it reaches its $2,400 per tonne upper limit.

The Company has pledged as security the assets and undertakings of Bwana pari passu with the pre-existing
security provided to SCB. As this facility is in Euros, the Company has entered into cross-currency principal and
interest rate swaps.

c) Banque Belgolaise facility
In 2003, the Company entered into a long-term debt facility with Banque Belgolaise for $6,000 to assist with financing
the Comisa mining fleet. This facility was extended to $10,000 to provide additional financing for Comisa’s larger
mining fleet. The facility is repayable in 10 quarterly instalments commencing in December 2004 and bears interest
at LIBOR plus 3%. A sinking fund has been established to meet these quarterly instalments and is recorded as
restricted cash.

The Company has pledged as security the mining fleet of Comisa.

d) Standard Bank Group and WestLB
In 2003, Kansanshi entered into a secured $120,000 senior debt facility agreement arranged and underwritten by
Standard Bank Group and WestLB to finance the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the Kansanshi
project.

The facility comprises two tranches of $60,000, each available for drawdown until July 31, 2005. Tranche A is
repayable in eleven semi-annual instalments commencing on January 31, 2006; Tranche B is repayable in 22 quarterly
payments commencing on October 31, 2005. Interest on Tranche A is calculated at a fixed rate of 6%. Interest on
Tranche B is calculated at LIBOR plus 3% during construction and LIBOR plus 2.5% during the repayment period.
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The Company has pledged as security the assets and undertakings of Kansanshi, a mortgage over the shares of
Kansanshi Holdings Limited and a guarantee of repayment by FQM.

e) Kansanshi European Investment Bank (EIB) facility
In 2003, Kansanshi entered into a subordinated debt facility agreement with EIB, for 34 million Euros ($46,400), to
finance the design, construction, operation and maintenance of the Kansanshi project. 

This facility is available for drawdown prior to October 31, 2006 and repayable in nine equal annual payments
commencing October 31, 2007. Interest will be 7.2% until April 30, 2005 and thereafter will be recalculated annually,
within a range of 3.2% to 13.2%, based on the average LME cash copper price for the preceding calendar year. The
interest rate is at its lower limit at a realized copper price of less than $1,300 per tonne and then increases
incrementally until it reaches its $2,200 per tonne upper limit.

As this facility is in Euros, the Company has entered into cross-currency principal and interest rate swaps.

f) Banque Belgolaise and Export Development Bank of Canada
In the second quarter of 2004, the Company entered into a $30,000 facility with Banque Belgolaise and Export
Development Bank of Canada.

This facility comprises two tranches. Tranche A is for $25,000 and bears interest at LIBOR plus 3% during the
availability period and LIBOR plus 2.5% thereafter. Tranche B is for $5,000 and 90% of this tranche bears interest at
LIBOR plus 1%, while the remainder bears interest the same as Tranche A.

This facility is available for drawdown until the earlier of project completion date at Kansanshi or March 31, 2005.
The facility is repayable in 12 quarterly instalments commencing the earlier of four months after the Kansanshi
project completion date or the July 31, 2005.

The Company has pledged as security the assets and undertakings of FQM Zambia Ltd.

Undrawn debt facilities

g) Glencore International AG
In 2004, Kansanshi entered into a $25,000 cost over run facility with Glencore International AG. The facility bears
interest at LIBOR plus 3.5%. If utilized, the loan is repayable in 10 semi-annual instalments commencing 18 months
after the Kansanshi project completion date. 

10. Asset Retirement Obligations
The Company’s asset retirement obligations relate to the retirement and remediation of Bwana and Lonshi and the
Kansanshi Copper Project.

The asset retirement obligations have been recorded as a liability at fair value, assuming a credit adjusted risk-free
discount rate between 6.5% and 7.15% and an inflation factor of 4%.

The following table summarizes the movements in the asset retirement obligation activities for the years ended
December 31, 2004 and 2003:

2004 2003
$ $

At January 1 4,182 3,480
Changes in cash flow estimates (426) –
Accretion expense 416 702
At December 31 4,172 4,182
Current portion (410) –

3,762 4,182

The liability for retirement and remediation on an undiscounted basis before an inflation factor of 4% is estimated
to be approximately $4,331.

The changes in cash flow estimates result from new fair value estimates of the asset retirement obligation at Bwana
and Lonshi that have decreased the estimate by $2,180 in the third quarter of 2004, and the commissioning of
Kansanshi, where the initial fair value estimate of the asset retirement obligation is $1,754.
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11. Other Liabilities
2004 2003

$ $

Deferred stripping liability – 2,718
Unrealized fair value of derivative liability (note 18) 10,945 –
Deferred premium obligation (note 18) 19,231 –
Zesco Limited (a) 3,579 –
ZCCM deferred payment (b) 3,333 3,333
Guelb Moghrein deferred payment (c) 7,370 –
Other 840 396

45,298 6,447
Less:  Current portion (12,012) (3,333)

33,286 3,114

a) Zesco Limited
The Company has entered into an agreement with Zesco Limited (Zesco) whereby Zesco will provide the Kansanshi
mine with power for 10 years from the first day of commercial operations. The Company agreed to pay a connection
fee of $10,000, of which $6,000 was paid during 2004 with the balance of $4,000 to be paid in equal bi-annual
payments beginning in 2004. Interest is calculated on the outstanding balance at a fixed rate of 6% per annum.

b) ZCCM deferred payment
Consistent with the Kansanshi development agreement, the Company agreed to pay $667 to Zambian Consolidated
Copper Mines (ZCCM) on the first business day of April, July and October 2003 and January, April and July 2004
subject to the price of copper.

c) Guelb Moghrein deferred payment
The Company agreed to pay a total of $10,000 to acquire the rights to the 80% interest in Guelb Moghrein copper
project. The first payment of $2,000 was made in December 2004, with subsequent payments of $3,000 due 12
months after the first payment date and $5,000 due on the earlier of 24 months from the first payment date or upon
commercial production. The discounted value of the deferred payments at December 31, 2004 is $7,370.

12. Income Taxes
a) The income taxes shown in the consolidated statements of earnings and deficit differ from the amounts

obtained by applying statutory rates to the earnings before provision for income taxes due to the following:

2004 2003
Amount Amount

$ % $ %

Earnings before income taxes, 
minority interest and equity earnings 37,331 5,613

Income taxes at statutory rates 13,296 36 2,112 38
Difference in foreign tax rates (2,938) (9) (709) (13)
Non-deductible expenses 453 1 36 1
Tax losses recognized 195 1 (42) (1)
Taxation expense 11,006 29 1,397 25
Comprising
Current income taxes 3,282 11
Future income taxes 7,724 1,386

11,006 1,397
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b) The Company has non-capital loss carry-forwards of $46,156 (2003 – $70,379) that may be available for tax
purposes. The losses are in the following countries and expire as follows (expressed in US$):

Canada Congo Zambia
Expiry date $ $ $

2005 10 – –
2006 1,643 – –
2007 2,403 – –
2008 1,634 862 –
2009 1,464 – –
2010 958 – 12,982
2015 – – 24,200

8,112 862 37,182

c) The following table sets out changes in the future income tax liability for the current year:

2004 2003
$ $

Opening future income tax liability 4,589 3,192
Future income tax expense 7,724 1,397

12,313 4,589

The significant components of the Company’s future income tax liability is as follows:

2004 2003
$ $

Operating loss carry-forwards (12,446) (18,594)
Excess of carrying values over tax values 15,820 13,198
Valuation allowance 8,939 9,985
Net future income tax liability 12,313 4,589

d) The currency basis of the Company’s tax losses in Zambia are currently subject to legal interpretation. Bwana
maintains its tax records in U.S. dollars rather than Kwacha; formal approval for this treatment has not been
received from the Zambian Revenue Authority (ZRA). The calculation of the future income tax liability assumes
that Bwana can maintain its tax losses and taxation base of its assets in U.S. dollars. A number of Zambian
companies are currently in negotiations with the ZRA to resolve this issue. Management is confident that
maintaining the tax records in U.S. dollars is the appropriate treatment and therefore has calculated the tax
liability on this basis. As of the preparation of these financial statements, this issue was still pending with the ZRA.

13. Equity Accounts
2004 2003

$ $

Common shares 158,538 110,557
Warrants (note 15) – 777
Contributed surplus (note 16) 3,238 1,768

161,776 113,102
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Common shares
Authorized

Unlimited common shares without par value

Issued
2004 2003

Number of Number of
shares Amount shares Amount

(000’s) $ (000’s) $

Balance – Beginning of year 56,396 110,557 43,506 74,102
Stock-based compensation – 

prior period restatement (note 2) – 76 – –
Shares issued (a) 3,750 42,996 5,500 20,554
Special warrants converted (b) – – 5,500 10,664
Exercise of stock options (note 14) 843 1,798 890 1,944
Warrants converted (note 15) 250 3,111 1,000 3,293
Balance – End of year 61,239 158,538 56,396 110,557
Weighted average shares outstanding 60,123 50,668

a) On February 10, 2004, 3.75 million common shares were issued at CA$16 per share for net proceeds of $42,996.

On July 3, 2003, 5.5 million common shares were issued at CA$5.35 per share for net proceeds of $20,544.

b) On December 19, 2002, 5.5 million special warrants were issued at CA$3.25 per special warrant for net proceeds
of $10,664. Each special warrant was converted into one common share of the Company at no additional cost
on April 18, 2003.

14. Share Stock Options
In 2004, the Company adopted a new stock option plan whereby it may grant up to 6,000,000 options to its directors
and employees. Upon adoption of the new plan, 2,840,500 options under the 1997 stock option plan were transferred
to the new option plan.

2004 2003
Weighted Weighted

Number of average Number of average
shares exercise price shares exercise price

(000’s) CA$ (000’s) CA$

Outstanding – Beginning of year 2,407 3.75 2,642 3.14
Granted 1,672 16.16 686 5.10
Exercised (843) 2.49 (890) 2.98
Cancelled (78) 12.42 (31) 3.35
Outstanding – End of year 3,158 10.44 2,407 3.75

The weighted average fair value of the options granted during 2004 was $5.15 per share.

At December 31, 2004, the following share stock options were outstanding:
Weighted average Weighted average

Number of shares exercise price remaining life
(000’s) Price range CA$ (months)

1,546 $3.50 - $5.10 4.32 27
1,612 $14.61 - $17.44 16.22 56
3,158 10.44 42

At December 31, 2004, 1,188,000 share stock options were vested and exercisable.

Option pricing models require the input of highly subjective assumptions including the expected volatility. Changes
in the assumptions can materially affect the fair value estimate, and therefore, the existing models do not necessarily
provide a reliable measure of the fair value of the Company’s stock options.
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The following assumptions were used in the Black-Scholes option pricing model to calculate the compensation
expense (note 2):

Risk-free interest rate 2.02% to 4.38%
Options expected life 2.5 to 4.5 years
Expected volatility 43% to 46%
Expected dividend nil

15. Share Purchase Warrants
2004 2003

Weighted Weighted
average average

Number exercise Number exercise
of shares price Total of shares price Total

(000’s) CA$ $ (000’s) CA$ $

Outstanding – Beginning of year 250 11.00 777 1,000 2.25 1,627
Granted (a) – – – 250 11.00 777
Exercised (b) (250) 11.00 (777) (1,000) 2.25 (1,627)
Outstanding – End of year – – – 250 11.00 777

a) On December 12, 2003, 250,000 warrants were issued at a fair value of $777 to Standard Bank, London in
conjunction with the project financing for Kansanshi. These warrants granted the right to purchase 250,000
common shares of the Company at CA$11.00 per share. On November 29, 2004, these warrants were exercised
for net proceeds of $2,300. Both the fair value of the warrants and the proceeds from the exercise were
transferred to common shares.

b) On October 8, 2003, 1,000,000 warrants were exercised for CA$2.25 per share; these warrants had a deemed fair
value of $1,627. Both the fair value of the warrants and the proceeds from the exercise were transferred to
common shares.

16. Contributed Surplus
2004 2003

$ $

Balance – Beginning of year 1,768 1,768
Retroactive adjustment (note 2) 391 –
Expense for the year 1,227 –
Transfers upon exercise of options (148) –
Balance – End of year 3,238 1,768

17. Segmented Information
The Company’s reportable operating segments are strategic business units that produce different but related
products or services. Each business unit is managed separately because each requires different technology and
marketing strategies.

Bwana/Lonshi Operations (BLO)
The Bwana plant and the Lonshi mine are owned by separate legal entities but from a management perspective are
viewed as an integrated operation, with the Bwana plant processing the ore mined at Lonshi. The Bwana plant in
Zambia produces grade A copper cathodes from the Lonshi open pit mine in the DRC. In addition, the Bwana plant
manufactures sulphuric acid for use in processing the copper and for sale to third parties.

Kansanshi Copper Project (KCP)
The Kansanshi project is located in the northwest province of Zambia, approximately 15 kilometres north of Solwezi.
The project is expected to reach commercial production in the first quarter of 2005. At that point, it will produce
grade A copper cathodes and copper in concentrate with a gold credit.
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Guelb Moghrein Project (GMP)

The Guelb Moghrein project is located near Akjoujt in Mauritania. The project is in the development phase with
construction expected to start in early 2005 and commercial production expected to commence in early 2006.

Corporate Development and Administration and Other (CDA)
The corporate development and administration segment is responsible for the evaluation and acquisition of new
mineral properties, regulatory reporting, and corporate administration. It also holds the Connemara gold mine in
Zimbabwe which is currently on a care and maintenance basis, the Frontier project (previously known as Lufua)
which is in the drilling and assessment phase, and the investment in Carlisa which holds a 90% interest in Mopani
Copper Mines Ltd.

For the year ended December 31, 2004, segmented information is presented as follows:
BLO KCP GMP CDA Total

$ $ $ $ $

External revenues 113,523 – – – 113,523
Costs and expenses

Cost of sales 53,770 – – – 53,770
Depletion and amortization 9,552 – – 1,321 10,873
Exploration 1,975 – – 1,088 3,063
Foreign exchange (gain) loss (153) – – 413 260
General and administrative – – – 6,171 6,171
Interest and financing fees 2,803 – – 237 3,040
Other income (77) – – (908) (985)

Total costs and expenses 67,870 – – 8,322 76,192
Segment profit (loss) before 

the undernoted items 45,653 – – (8,322) 37,331
Equity earnings – – – 1,685 1,685
Income tax 11,006 – – – 11,006
Segment profit (loss) 34,647 – – (6,637) 28,010
Property, plant and equipment additions 19,041 204,923 10,272 3,689 237,925
Total assets 154,132 304,284 10,475 180,317 649,208
Intercompany balances included in total assets (46,393) – – (129,754) (176,147)
Total consolidated assets 107,739 304,284 10,475 50,563 473,061

Definitions:
BLO – Combined operations of Bwana/Lonshi
KCP – Kansanshi Copper Project
GMP – Guelb Moghrein Project
CDA – Corporate Development and Administration, includes Frontier, Connemara and Carlisa
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For the year ended December 31, 2003, segmented information is presented as follows:
BLO KCP GMP CDA Total

$ $ $ $ $

External revenues 60,454 – – – 60,454
Costs and expenses

Cost of sales 41,250 – – 49 41,299
Depletion and amortization 7,632 – – 129 7,761
Exploration – – – 620 620
Foreign exchange loss (gain) 1,591 – – (622) 969
Gain on disposal (138) – – – (138)
General and administrative – – – 2,852 2,852
Interest and financing fees 1,713 – – 46 1,759
Other income (52) – – (229) (281)

Total costs and expenses 51,996 – – 2,845 54,841
Segment profit (loss) before 

the undernoted items 8,458 – – (2,845) 5,613
Equity earnings – – – 366 366
Income tax 1,397 – – – 1,397
Segment profit (loss) 7,061 – – (2,479) 4,582
Property, plant and equipment additions 14,659 27,896 – 76 42,631
Total assets 84,545 44,731 – 130,798 260,074
Intercompany balances included in total assets (4,220) – – (93,719) (97,939)
Total consolidated assets 80,325 44,731 – 37,079 162,135

18. Financial Instruments

a) Derivative instruments
The Company uses derivative instruments to mitigate the effect of certain risks that are inherent in its business
and from time to time to address the requirements of its lending institutions.

As at December 31, 2004, the Company had entered into a number of derivative instruments to minimize the risk
exposure to copper and gold prices, foreign currency, and interest rate movements. These instruments consist of
forward and option contracts, interest rate protection contracts, and foreign currency protection contracts.

For copper and gold forward and put option contracts, fair values were calculated using spot and forward prices and
volatilities. For interest rate protection contracts, fair values were determined using market interest rates. For foreign
currency protection contracts, fair values were determined using the exchange rate at year-end.

The put options offer downside protection while allowing the Company to participate in any copper and gold price
appreciation. Forward contracts are based on a fixed gold price and cap the price that will be received for sales in
the future. The fair values of these contracts at December 31, 2004 are as follows:

Estimated fair value
$

Asset (liability)
Copper put options (i) 2,046
Gold put options and forward contracts (ii) (10,285)
Gross currency principal and interest swaps (iii) 7,282

(957)

i) The Company has entered into copper put option contracts on 210,240 tonnes of its expected copper
production at Kansanshi beginning in year 2005 and ending in year 2007 at a price of $1,800 ($0.82/lb). Upon
entering into these contracts, the Company assumed a premium obligation of $21,024, which becomes due
and payable between January 2005 and December 2007. The net present value of this premium of $19,231 has
been recorded as a deferred premium obligation on the balance sheet (note 11).
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As at December 31, 2004, the increase in copper prices has meant that the fair value of these put option contracts
has decreased by $17,185 to $2,046 (note 8). This decrease in fair value has been capitalized as commercial
production at Kansanshi has not yet commenced.

ii) The Company has entered into put option contracts on 139,296 ounces at a forward price of $350 per ounce
for part of its gold production at Kansanshi beginning in year 2005 and ending in year 2009. To cover the cost
of these put option contracts that the Company has also entered into contingent gold forward contracts on
139,926 ounces of gold with a strike price of $400 for part of its gold production at Kansanshi beginning in year
2005 and ending in year 2009.

As at December 31, 2004, the increase in gold prices has meant that the fair value of the put options has
increased to $660 (note 8) and the fair value of the forward contracts has decreased to $10,945 (note 11). This
combined decrease in fair value has been capitalized as commercial production at Kansanshi has not yet
commenced.

iii) The Company has entered into cross-currency principal and interest rate swaps to hedge the Euro interest
and principal payments on the Bwana and Kansanshi EIB facility. The fair value of these instruments were
$7,282 as at December 31, 2004 (note 8).

b) Fair values
As at December 31, 2004, the Company’s carrying values of cash and cash equivalents, restricted cash, accounts
receivable and prepaid expenses, accounts payable and accrued liabilities, and financial instruments included in
other liabilities approximate their fair values due to their short-term to maturity. The majority of the Company’s long-
term debt approximates fair value due to the floating rate nature of the facilities. Information on long-term debt is
presented in note 9.

c) Credit risk
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to credit risk consist of cash and cash equivalents and
accounts receivable. The Company deposits cash and cash equivalents with high credit quality financial institutions.
The Company’s future copper concentrate and cathode production has been committed to three customers on
market pricing terms. In 2004, all of the Company’s copper sales and receivables were with two of these customers.

19. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at December 31 comprised the following:

2004 2003
$ $

Cash on hand and balances in bank 22,287 25,592
Short-term investments 28,249 –

50,536 25,592

During the year ended December 31, 2004, the Company paid interest of $3,201 (2003 – $1,486) and taxes of $34
(2003 – $11).

20. United States GAAP Reconciliation
The United States GAAP reconciliation is included solely for the purpose of the Company’s Annual Information
filing on the Alternative Investment Market (AIM) of the London Stock Exchange. The Company’s shares are listed
on the Toronto Stock Exchange and the AIM and the Company is not a registrant with the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission.

The Company’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles (Canadian GAAP). The preparation under Canadian GAAP differs in certain significant respects
from that under United States GAAP (U.S. GAAP). The impact of the principal measurement differences on these
consolidated financial statements is as follows:
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a) Deferred exploration
Under Canadian GAAP, the Company capitalizes exploration costs related to specific properties until the project to
which they relate is sold, abandoned, impaired or placed into production. Under U.S. GAAP, exploration costs are
expensed until such time as a definitive feasibility study has been completed that supports the capitalization of
exploration costs.

b) Pre-production costs
Under Canadian GAAP, the Company capitalizes costs incurred during the pre-production phase of a project until
commercial production commences. Under U.S. GAAP, pre-production costs are required to be expensed as
incurred.

c) Investment carrying values
Prior to the year ended November 30, 2000, the Company accounted for its investment in Anvil at cost less any
amounts written off to reflect an impairment in value that was other than temporary. Under U.S. GAAP, the
Company’s investment in Anvil would have been accounted for as available-for-sale and carried at fair value, with
any unrealized gains and losses being excluded from earnings and reported as other comprehensive income. This
difference in accounting treatment has been reflected in an opening adjustment of $1,807 to total shareholders’
equity under other comprehensive income.

Under Canadian and U.S. GAAP, the Company now accounts for its investment in Anvil using the equity method.
Included in comprehensive income is the Company’s share of the unrealized gains and losses arising on available-
for-sale securities held by Anvil.

d) Asset retirement obligations
For U.S. GAAP purposes, the Company adopted Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 143
(SFAS 143), “Asset Retirement Obligations” (ARO) effective January 1, 2003. This resulted in the recognition of the
estimated fair value of the liability for ARO and a corresponding increase in the carrying value of the related long-
lived assets. Accretion is being recognized on the ARO. Subsequent to January 1, 2003, the ARO and related long-
lived assets are adjusted for changes resulting to either the timing or amount of the original undiscounted asset
retirement cash flows. This standard is consistent with CICA 3110, adopted for Canadian GAAP effective January 1,
2004 (note 2). The Company adopted the Canadian standard with retroactive restatement of prior period. As the
adoption assumptions were substantially the same under Canadian and U.S. GAAP, there will no longer be a
Canadian to U.S. GAAP difference.

e) Comprehensive income
U.S. GAAP requires that a comprehensive income statement be prepared. Comprehensive income is defined as
“the change in equity of a business enterprise during a period from transactions and other events and circumstances
from non-owner sources. It includes all changes in equity during a period; except those resulting from investments
by owners and distributions to owners.” The comprehensive income statement reconciles the reported net income
to the comprehensive income amount.

f) Derivative instruments
For U.S. GAAP purposes, the Company adopted FASB Statement No. 133 (SFAS 133), “Accounting for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities” effective January 1, 2001. This guideline requires that all derivatives be
recorded on the balance sheet at their fair value with changes in fair value recognized in earnings of the current
period unless specific hedge accounting criteria are met. Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted AcG 13
and EIC 128 and has marked-to-market all derivatives positions for Canadian GAAP. Management has currently not
designated any of the Company’s financial instruments as hedges under AcG 13 or SFAS 133.

As part of the transition under Canadian GAAP AcG 13 and EIC 128, the Company is allowed to amortize the
previously deferred change in the fair value of the derivatives held prior to adoption, which has been fully charged
to income under U.S GAAP. As a result of this difference, the Company has differences in deferred charges and
foreign exchange losses between Canadian GAAP and U.S. GAAP.
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The Company’s EIB facilities contain embedded derivatives as defined in SFAS 133. The Company has marked-to-
market the embedded derivatives in the EIB facilities and recognized the change in fair value in earnings under
U.S. GAAP. Derivative mark-to-market losses of $27,470 which had been capitalized for Canadian GAAP as pre-
production costs have been expensed under U.S. GAAP.

g) Stock-based compensation
For U.S. GAAP purposes, the Company adopted FASB Statement No. 123 (SFAS 123), “Accounting for Stock-based
Compensation” effective January 1, 2004. SFAS 123 requires the use of the fair value method of accounting for
stock-based compensation. The Company applied the Modified Retrospective Method of adoption included in SFAS
148 and has adjusted shareholders’ equity in 2004 as if the fair value based accounting method in this Statement had
been used to account for all employee awards granted, modified, or settled in fiscal years beginning after December
15, 1994. This standard is consistent with the revised provisions of CICA 3870, adopted for Canadian GAAP effective
January 1, 2004 (note 2). As a result, there will no longer be a Canadian to U.S. GAAP difference.

h) Variable interest entities
Effective January 1, 2004, the Company adopted the provisions of FASB Interpretation 46R (FIN 46R), “Consolidation
of Variable Interest Entities”. FIN 46R establishes accounting guidance for consolidation of variable interest entities
by the primary beneficiary and applies to any business enterprise, public or private, that has a controlling interest,
contractual relationship or other business relationship with variable interest entity. The Company has determined
that it is not the primary beneficiary of any variable interest entities, and as a result, the adoption of FIN 46R has no
effect on the financial statements. For Canadian GAAP purposes, the Company will adopt the provisions of
Accounting Guideline 15, “”Variable Interest Entities” (AcG 13) effective January 1, 2005.

i) Cash flows
Under Canadian GAAP, pre-production costs, deferred stripping, and exploration expenditures are recorded as cash
flows used in investing activities. During the year ended December 31, 2004, pre-production costs, deferred
stripping, and exploration expenditures of $20,580 (2003 - $1,248) would be reclassified as cash flow used in
operating activities under U.S. GAAP.

j) Reconciliation to earnings (loss) under U.S. GAAP
2004 2003

$ $

As reported in accordance with Canadian GAAP 28,010 4,582
U.S. GAAP adjustments

Deferred exploration (a) (2,595) (1,307)
Derivative instruments (f) (28,325) (1,109)
Stock-based compensation (g) – (410)

(Loss) net earnings under U.S. GAAP 
before changes in accounting policies (2,910) 1,756

Cumulative effect adjustment – asset retirement obligations (d) – (1,322)
(Loss) net earnings under U.S. GAAP (2,910) 434

Unrealized gain (loss) on securities (c) 1,147 (34)
Comprehensive (loss) earnings under U.S. GAAP (1,763) 400
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k) Reconciliation to earnings (loss) per share under U.S. GAAP
Using earnings (loss) per U.S. GAAP results in the following earnings (loss) per share amounts:

2004 2003
$ $

Basic and diluted (loss) earnings per share (0.03) 0.01

l) Reconciliation to total shareholders’ equity under U.S. GAAP
2004 2003

$ $

As reported in accordance with Canadian GAAP 157,840 81,623
Cumulative U.S. GAAP adjustments

Deferred exploration (a) (8,620) (6,025)
Unrealized losses on securities (c) (551) (1,698)
Derivative instruments (f) (29,434) (1,109)
Stock-based compensation (g) – (467)

U.S. GAAP shareholders’ equity 119,235 72,324

21. Commitments and Contingencies

Kansanshi deferred consideration
Under the terms of the purchase agreement, the Company has agreed to make a final payment to Cyprus Amax in
connection with the Kansanshi acquisition. This amount will be calculated as $25,000 less an amount equal to the
average market value for the 30 days after the commencement of commercial production of the 1.4 million common
shares that the Company previously issued to Cyprus Amax. Management believes no amounts will be due to
Cyprus Amax at the time this final payment is calculated.

Commitments
In conjunction with the development of Kansanshi and other projects, the Company has committed to approximately
$31 million in capital expenditures as at December 31, 2004.

22. Subsequent Event

Anvil disposal
On February 28, 2005, the Company disposed of all of its common shares in Anvil (note 5) for net proceeds of
$22,000 or CA$6.75 per share based on 4,029,617 common shares.

Inaugural dividend
Subsequent to year-end, the Company approved an inaugural dividend at CA$0.06 per share to be paid in April 2005.
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